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ABSTRACT
Misragistration is but one of a group of parameters (noise, class separability,
spatial transient response, field sizes) affecting the accuracy of multispectral
classifications. The entire group must be considered simultaneously. Any noise
In the measurements (due to the scene, sensor, or to the analog/digital conversion)
will cause a f6aite fraction of the measurements to fall outside of the classi-
fication limits, even within nominally uniform fields. For field boundaries, where
the effects of miaregistration are felt, additional pixels will be misclassified
due to the mixture of materials in the pixels. Misregistration causes field borders
in a given (set of) band(s) to be closer than expected to a given pixel, causing
additional pixels to be misclassified. Simplified models of the various effects
are used to gain conceptual understanding and to estimate the performance to be
expected.
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SZCTION 1
MCUTI.VL SUMNAkY
IN TkOU VCT ION
Spectral	 analysis	 generally takes the	 form	 of
	
multispectral
classification
	
in	 which	 the
	 classification
	
is done	 by comparing	 the sample
measurement	 vector	 to	 the	 statistics of	 the set	 of	 known	 material vectors
(training
	
statistics)
	
representing all possible classes,	 and	 by	 using one of
several	 decision	 methods,	 determining which of	 the	 knowns	 it	 most nearly
matches.
The problem pursued will be the effects of mirregistration on the
accuracy of multispectral class"Lrcati.on in answer to the question;
Wha t- ax•: the effects on multispectral classification accuracy of
relaxing, the overall scene registration accuracy from 0.3 to 0.5
pixel?
The misregistration is but one of a group of parameters (noise, class
separability, spatial transient response ) field size) which must all be
considered simultaneously. 'lhe thread of the argument (which will be
discussed in detail below) is this: any noise in the measurements (due to the
scene, sensor, or the analog to digital process) causes a kinite traction ul
measurements to fall outside of the classification limits. For field
boundaries, where the misregistration effects pre felt, the misregistration
causes the border in a given (set of) band(s) to be closer than expected to it
given pixel, so that the mixed materials in the pixels causes aduitional
pixels to fall outside of the class limits. Considerations of the transient
distance involved in the difference in brightness between adjacent fields,
when scaled to "per pixel", allows the estimation of the width of the border
;cones. The entire problem is then scaled to field sizes to allow estimation
of the global effects.
" This approach allows the estimation of the accuracy of multispectral
classification which might be expected for field interiors, the, useful number
of quantization bits, and one set of criteria for an unbiased classifier.
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WNCLUSIONS
The following briefly stated conclusions are developed in detail 
in 
the
body OL the roport.
0	 The dittor(Pee between U.3 and 0.5 pixel misregistraLion
is in the ki­4,se for multispectral classification.
•	 Precision users may have to rvrvuister ima),e sego-eats any-
way, making extreme registration precision by the system
Of Le g o impatLance,
•	 Interpolation algorithm Choice, is LeLaLiVely urimpurtanL,
provided a higher order interpolator is used.
•	 It small fields are important, small pixels are more important
than sensor noise contributions.
In addition, several observations result:
•	 System registration to 1-2 pixels should satisfy users
of film products.
•	 There is a grey area of 0.5 to 1-2 pixels in which the
requirements for high precision are not well juratified.
THE BASIC MODE1.
The expected effect of misclassification may be estimaLea by a simple
tirsL-oruer approach, because th. differences in classification accuracy
between toe many classification SCI)CRIeS and conciiLions that have been tested
are overshadowed by the vagaries in the data and assumptions in the
classification process, so that higher order analysis will contribute little
additional umoestanding.
Consider first the probability 
of 
correct idenLifiCaLion Of a field
interior pixel. Field interiors are nonuniform because of the combined
effects 
of 
sensor noise, sealed to equivalent reftectivLty (K, A p ) and
inherent tionunitoniiities in the field itself. The overall brightness
distribution is considered to be Gaussian - th is is approximately true: for
field interiors, all  though the distribution deviates considerably toward
bimodal tar mixed materials at liela buraers.
The combined effect 
of 
these various noise sources produces a finite
probnbility at misclassification, (Figure. S-1) lite first-order estimate
considers the total variance caused by the scene, sensor and quantization as
compared to the defined class size limits, however these are determined.
Similar, but relatively second-order, effect may be expected with a higher
order analysis. Projer classifier training, resulting in aCCUtaLe limits, is
essential (flixson at al, 19bO).
For simplicity, and because 
of 
the later desire to misregister one (or
more) at the bands, the discussion will assume that spectral bands as sensed
will be used, and that for recognition, the unknown pixel must tall between
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•appropriate limits in every bated tested. Therefore, brighotess outside of a
limit in any one band is sufficient for rejection, so that we need Lo consider
only one band at a time.
The probability of a sample being within the class limits can be uarivao
by assuming that an ensemble of clean signals from a series of areas of the
same material can be anywhere within the quantizing; range with uniform
probability, but that individual namples are perturbed by the Gaussian noise
with a distribution equal to cr . The probability distribution ul the signal
plus noise is found by convolving the probability distribution of the signal
with that of the noise~. The probability of correct class ussignment (i.es.,
the pixel is within the class limits) is then found by integrating the
probability distribution between apprupriate class Limit` (Friedman 1965)•
The result of this calculation is shown in Figure b-2. In the useful range
ut 6 (3 < a <7) , the curve can be appruximoted by
0 log P..-0.40
where P w probability of correct classification, and
A class size	 J with class size and a
	
in the same units.
a scene
	
scene
Sources of noise will be the scene itself and me setnsoe , both assumed to
be random for this analysis. The root mean square (rms) sum is taken to give
the total effective noise. A number of pixel measurements may be averaged
together to reduce the noise be lore clsasification. This final noise figure:
may be compared to the width of the class to give ^ , arum which the
probability? of correct classification may be estimated. This leads to thu
Classification Error ratimator, Fig. S-3.
As an example,	 consider a scene having a	 field-interior variation of 3%,
to	 be viewed	 with	 a	 sensor having	 a	 total	 noise	 figure	 ul	 1%.	 The	 total
effective noise	 seen	 by	 the classitier	 (upper	 left)
	
will	 be	 the	 rms	 sum of
these, or	 3.16`/.,	 which	 for	 a total 0-255 digital	 number	 (dn)	 range,	 %ould be
8.1	 dn. It	 the class width	 (determined by	 the classifier algorithm) is 	 25 do
(right center)	 the	 6	 - 3.1, givin6	 P	 :a 	 U.742	 (right.	 lower).	 It	 this	 P is
not accurate enought	 for	 the analysis,	 several pixels must be	 averagea(right
upper): a 2x2 averaging wi'01 raise	 $	 to 6.2,	 giving a new P	 -	 0.86.
Considering 0 in this way allows an estimation of Ole total noise
perm •.ssible as it at#eCts the attainable classiticatiun accuracy. It the
amount of scene noise to be encountered in a given classiticfation task can be
estimated, the allowable: extra noise from the sensor and quantization call
specified by estimating the loss of accuracy of the classification caused by
quantization error. This leads to all of the number of bits which
will be useful.
Define the perfect sensor as having no random noise nor quantization error
(i.e., an infinite number of bits). Ths will define (for nxn pixels averaged)
class size . n	 and
	 Po = 10-0.4/$o
Q scene
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For the real, sensor, 6<8 Q because of the finite asen.sor and O'quantization,
The new probability of eorrect classification P is related to P o by:
P - P (s/Ro)
0
A plot of the loss in classification accuracy vs. Po is given in Figure
S-4, for the parameter families 0 Q /$	 and	 asensor / v scene,	 Noise
allocation starts with aefining of the desired Po and ascertaining that the
required S ocaa be obtained. Detinition of the allowed AP determines (e.g.,
from the graph) the allowed Q sensor/ ('scene,	 An estimation of the scene
noise for which the other conditions apply allows the calculation of the total
sensor noise allowed. The final step is to partition this noise between
sensor random noise and quantization noise.
For	 example,	 let	 the	 desired	 Po	 =	 85%	 and	 allow	 no	 more than	 2ti	 loss
due to	 the total
	
sensor	 noise.	 The	 no-sensor-noise Q.	 t«ust	 oe 4 5.7	 to	 give
Po. Then, trom	 Figure	 5-4,	 the	 allowed	 Usensor	 =	 0.6	 x U scene ,	if
the scene has	 a	 (
'scene	 =	 24,	 the	 allowable	 Cr sensor =	 0.6x2%
1.27..,	 which	 must	 be	 partitioned	 between	 NEAP	 and	 the	 quantization	 noise.
For NE A p 1`/.,	 the	 allowable 	 a quant
	
2o y 1 2	 12^ 0.66	 ,	 which
can be met by 6-bit quantization.
Two observations are important here: ( 1) Increa,:ing the number of bits of
quantization produces improvements which asymptotically approach zero, as each
successive bit reduces the step size by a tactor of 1/2. (2) A scene having
as little as 27. variation is a very uniform scene. Since this noise is rms'd
with the sensor noise, it will overwhelm any but a very noisy sensor.
Therefore, for purposes of multispectral classification, more than six bits
would seem to ry e unnecessary.
EDGE EFFECTS
To this point, the anaLysis is based on pixels well inside uniform fields
and well away tram field boundaries. A number of experimenters have spent
appreciable time discovering that classification accuracy falls oft at
boundaries due to what has become known as the mixed-pixel effect. We will
start at that point and attempt to model the effect to allow us to quantity
our expectations.
We assume as a starting point that all the spectral bands used in
classification, whether obtained from one date or series of dates, are in
pertect registration. This means that when the pixel grids from each band are
aligned the data contents (field borders, roads, all features) are also
aligned - note tnat this is more than simply having all internal distortions
removed, which is all that most geometric rectifications accomplish.
Misregistration will (later) be considered as the lack of alignment of the
pixel grids; because the computer can only work with pixel grids, aligning
these pixel grids appears to the computer as a shift in the boundaries. We
will assume that training samples are accurate and that class limits have been
set from these by the classifier chosen. The classification is modelled as
follows: signature shitting in any individual band will tend to cause
misclassification, so that the situation may be treated one band at a
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tune. The effects of pixel mixture in all banns may then be rms"a together if
desired, The entire analysis simplifies to the consideration of the transient
intensity shift across field boundaries as compared to the class limits and
the noise components of the measurement.
The first step in analyzing the spatial extent of pin ; mixing across
borders is to estimate the shape and extent of the transient intensity shift.
If the impulse response tu ►►ctions or the modulation transfer functions (MTFs)
of the various components (and, hence, the entire system) are known, a precise
transient response may be calculates. For example, the specifications for the
Thematic Mapper for Landsat D call for a 2% to 96% time equivalent of about 2
pixels implying a 10%-90% transient response of about 1.3 pixel. The
practical result of this is that the "infinitely sharp" edges of the real
scene will be softened by the Filtering effect of the scanning aperture
(assumed to be rectangular and having uniform response) and it is this
softened transient response which is sampled. Interpolation required for
registration will cause some further softening, and the use of any of the
competent higher-order interpolation functions (sinx/x, TRW cubic convolution,
modified cubit convolution, other splines) will have minor effects of the rise
t,iw,e. A total T10_90 (transient response from 10% to 90%) of 1.5 pixels
with no ringing will be used as a surrogate global value.
The transient situation across a border is sketched in Fig. S-5. We are
concerned here with the decrease in probability that a given pixel will have a
value within the class limits as that pixel moves toward the boundary, as
shown in Figure S- b . The analysis only needs to determine the area under the
normal curve (assuming the noise is Gaussian) between the limits as determined
by the classification class size and the offset from the "field interior value"
caused by the mixture. The important scaling involved is the amount of signal
shift caused by the transient total shift T, as related to the desired class
size S, for a given 0. The left portion of Figure S-7 reflects this shift in
brightness (vertical axis) as it affects the area within the class (the
probability of recognition).
The transient rise distance estimated for the Thematic Mapper has very
close to a Gaussian shape and a T10-90 = 1.5 pixel. The amount of
brightness shift is the difference between the brightness of the field under
consideration and the adjacent field which is causing the shift. 	 The
important intensity relation is the magnitude of this shift, T, as related to
the size S of the class being tested by the ratio I'/b. These curves, for
various T/S, are combined with the probability curves of the previous
discussion in Figure S-7. From this may be estimated the loss in probability
in classification of pixels near borders.
BIAS IN FIELD SIZE ESTIMATION
It can be appreciated that several things are happening simultaneously:
If the lower limit of field B and the upper limit of field A have a gap
between, pixels "lost" by field B will not be pickea up by field A, and will
be considered unknowns and not be counted in either field. The lost pixels
will be some interior pixels, aue to insufficient b , and a large number of
near-border pixels, resulting in apparent field size loss. Only if the lower
limit of field B and the upper limit of field Aare coincident will
pixels lost from one y ield be picked up by the other, and vice versa, to give
rcomplete account of all pixels. for the field size estimator to be unbiased,
the loss nd-pickup in both directions must cancel, that is, on the average
the true oorder must be located. The total effect will depend on the ratio of
the number of border pixels to the number of field-interior pixels, and hence
is a function of the field shape and size.
This leads directly to the required algorithm for field size estimation,
First divide the scene into blobs, each of which is sufficiently uniform, and
with closed boundaries. Then for each blob (field) determine the average
brightness for all the interior pixels which are safely away from the border.
For each segment of the border, the correct field edge decision level is
midway (in a's) between the average brightness of the two fields on either
side. After the borders are located using this criterion, the field interiors
may be reclassified using the classification limits as determined from the
M
training samples.
EFFECTS OF MISREGISTKATION
In preparation for estimation of the misregistration effects, an analysis
will first be made of the expectations of registered data and the sensitivity
to the various parameters estimated. The starting model used has rectangular
fields aligned with the pixel grid. Pixels are grouped into four zones: 1)
Interior W -those with centers 2 or more pixels inside borders, 2) Inner
border (ib)-pixels with centers 1-1/2 pixel inside borders, 3) Outer border
(ob)-pixels with centers 1/2 pixel inside borders, 4) Exterior border
(xb)-pixels outside the borders, with centers 1/2 pixel outside. Estimates of
classification accuracy for each zone are obtained from Figure S-7. The total
estimate of classification accuracy is the sum of pixels in each zone
multiplied by the corresponding zone accuracy estimate. later, the field will
be misregistered, changes in the number of pixels in each zone calculated, and
the probabilities again summed. The following parameters are required:
r - the field shape ratio, length of long side/length of short side
T - transient brightness difference between field being considered
and its neighbor
S - decision class size
T - transient distance for 10% to 906 response
^ - class size 51a of Gaussian noise
The following global values selected for the parameters are considered to be
representative:
r	 2
T/ S =1 toy
T	 1.5 pixels
3 to 5
After the parameters r, T/S, T , and R are selected, the resultant (from
Fig. 5-7) probabilities are substituted for the b rightnesses in the various
zones to produce a "probability image" aligned with the desired output pixel
grid. The probability assigned to a pixel at a given location represents the
probability that that pixel will have a brightness falling within the
classification limit determined by the classifier, for the given spectral
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bane, The total probability of correct classification is given by
P	 -el I t^itti	 P i.b n i.b + P ob nob + pxbnxb
where: nl is tree field width (short side) in pixels, ana ni, nib, nobs
nxb are the number of pixels in the various zones. Usinb these values, the
global estimate of the probability of correct classi fication with no
tnisregi.stratzon is given Figure b-b for three values of T/S. The predominant
effect is the pixel mixture (the effect of `1'/S). As expected, this is worse
ror small fields (nl small) because of the larger percentage of border
pixels for these tields. Note that for T/S = 1, decision level midway between
brightnesses of adjacent tieles, no probability loss occurs, even with small
fields.	 Unfortunately, this desirable condition cannot be systematically
obtained.
MISREGIS`i'RATION OF CONGRUENT FIELDS
Theinitial model for misregistration is a displacement of d pixels, equal
in both x and y. The result of this misregistration is that some area is lost
from the external border, causing n further classification accuracy decrease.
The misregistration loss as seen by the external border loss is given by
AV pxb d r 1 n1l 
+ (4d 
d2)=.C	 1
The basic character of this misregistration loss term is 1/n l , so tnat it
will nave a slope approximately equal to -1 on a log-log plot vs n l . The
precise results depend critically on the values of p xb estimated for the
pxb from Figure S-7:
T/St t=1.5	 t=2
3 .10
	 .14
	
.20
1 5 .02	 .025	 .07
7 0	 .01	 .04
3 0	 0	 0
2 5 0	 0	 0
1	 7 0	 0	 0
Using these values, the loss AP due to displacement misregistration is
plotted in Figure S-9 for various parameter combinations.
MISREGISTRATION DUE TO NONCONGRUENCE
1. SIZE AND RATIO (ASPECT) CHANGES
Size and aspect ratio changes can come about from several causes such as
scan velocity or altitude changes, ana if uncompensated can cause additional
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misregistration errors. Progressive misregistration from a point of accurate
registration will be caused by both causes ( Figure S-10a), the modeling of
this effect considers first that size changes N = n'/n will cause a shift in
points it to points n' both vertically and horizontally, and then that changes
in aspect ratio will cause further shifts in the horizontal position of
vertical borders by changing the field shape ratios by the factor R = r'/r.
The resulting shifts are:
A nv = (N - 1) nv
	
and A nh = (NR - 1) rnv
For analysis, this shift will be divided around the borders symmetrically as
optimum field registration is accomplished (Figure S-10b). Two cases must be
distinguished (using scan velocity as a surrogate cause):
Case 1: A slow scan decreases pixel spacing and puts more pixels into a
Fiven field. When these are placed into the output grid, the field appears
stretched. The field as defined by the other (correct) bands now covers only
parr of the stretched field, so that the classification tends to see only
interior pixels, and the accuracy will increase, ultimately reaching the
field-interior accuracy. The sizes of the border errors are;
1
e l	(N - 1) n l	and	 e 2 = 
1
i(NR - l) rnl
Case 11: A fast scan has the opposite effect, causing the field to appear
smaller and the analysis pixels defined by the other bands now include more
exterior pixels. The classification accuracy will decrease.
For fast scan, the smaller apparent field covers an area expressed as a
fraction fi of the total:
C = r
^(nr )2 
= RN2i	 rn1
Fractional Areas:
fxb
= 2Nn t + 2NRn,r + 4
rn
The total expected probability is
P tot , f0i. + fxb pxb .
(Interior)
(External Border)
Since the external border pixels are now included within the analyzed
field, but with a low probability, the fractional area RN 2 represents
approximately the fraction of the basic field interior accuracy to be
expected. Since the total size shrinkage (in pixels) is small for small nl,
only larger nl need be considered, and the 1/ni term may be dropped.
i-s
This allows Ptot to be approximated for r - 2 by:
Ptot ~ RN2pi + n pxb
1
For large fields, the probability is seen to be independent of field size, and
only weakly dependent (because of low pxb) for small sizes.
2. WAVY BORUEKS AND MULTIPLE ACQUISTIONS
For single-band analysis, with borders aistorted so that there are pixels
both inside and outside of the analyzed area, swine pixels will have increased
probabilities of correct classification and souse will have less. The oecrease
in probability across border is (very) approximately linear, so that the
(signed) average displacement will model the effect.
For multiband analysis, those pixels having a low probability of
classification will have the largest effect as the net probability at each
pixel location is the proauct of the probabilities obtained for each
acquisition (band). In this case the rms displacement will produce a better
model of the effects.
SOME OBSERVATIONS
1. ON BASIC CLASSIFICATION
• The total noise figure (compared to the class size in a given
determination) controls ii , and in turn controls the maximum
attainable classification, accuracy. However, for practical range of
3 < B < 7, increasing 6 has only a moderate effect.
•	 Because of this, if small fields are most important, the reflected
energy might more profitably be divided into smaller pixels, even at
the expense of NE A p
	
As this will cause an increase in data rate,
optimum coding should be investigated. The possible noise introduced
in reconstructing, the aata will cause some turther decrease in try.:
overall effective NEAP
	
aifd so aecreases ^ . But since there is
smaller sensitivity to a than to 1/n l , there should be a net gain
in utility.
• Increasing the number of bits of quantization produces improvements
which asymptotically approach zero, as each successive bit reduces
the step size by a factor of 1/2..
•	 A scene having as little as 2% variation is a very uniform scene.
Since this noise is rms'd witn the sensor noise, it will overwhelm
any but a very noisy sensor.	 Therefore,	 for purposes of
multispeetral classification, an extreme number of bits would seem to
be unnecessary.
2. ON EDGE EFFECTS
•	 For accurate field size estimation, the decision brightness must be
halfway between the brightnesses of the fields on either side of a
given boundary.	 This means tnat classifiers set for material
identification will in general produce errors in field size. But the
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field-interior brightness is increasingly hard to estimate for small
fields because of the fewer interl.or pixels.
•	 It is important to keep the transient response distance and the
accompanying sample spacing small, to get as many pixels into a given
ground distance as possible. Field area errors become large at nl
a 5 or less. The transient distance must also be matched between
spectral bands.
• At the resolution expected for the Thematic Mapper, the atmospheric
point spread function may become more ,ominant than the Thematic
Mapper point spread function. If this is determined to be true, the
registration requirements may be relaxed since scene-dependent
registration will be required anyway.
3. ON MIS REGISTRATION
• For large TJS (i.e., 2 or more) the eage effects are so great that
the base probability is drastically aftected, and the external border
pixels have zero probability of being within the class limits. For
this reason, there is no inisregisLrarion effect for large TIS.
•	 Square fields show the most misregistration loss, when scaled to
nl.
•	 A shape ratio r= 2 is believed to be representative.
• Misregistratiun loss decreases with higher 6 . however, these losses
in general are small to begin with, and the discussion calling for
sacrifice of B to gain smaller IFOV (more pixels nl into a given
tield) would seem toto override.
•	 Increase in x uecreases the basic accuracy of edge pixels and also
increases the misregistration losses.
• Geometric rectification and registration procedures must not only
remove the internal distortions but must also produce pixels on a
defined (preferably ground-referenced) grid. Current procedures do
not co this.	 Without this reference grid, users will have to
reinterpolat;.e before multi-temporal data can be compared.
• Scale and aspect ratio errors will have only minor effects on
moderate-area problems. but they will cause problems in correlating
over large distances.
•	 Altitude relief displacement will require users to use many control
points to register images in areas of high relief.
• Unless standard reference grias are established, users requiring
registration will have to interpolate every image, even in low relief
areas.
• For single-band analysis, the algebraic average of the displacement
may be used. For multiband analysis, with erratic errors in location
among the bands, the lowest probability of correct classification
holds ana the rms of the displacements is appropriate.
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AN UNANSWERLD qUESTION
This report models the potential misregistration ettects on multispectral
classitication accuracy. it may allow the comparison of the various tests and
simulations, and points out the variables which must be reported for those
simulations to allow their validation. It does not answer the following
question: Given u certain loss in accuracy cue co misregistration, how dots
that aamage the ability to use the aata analysis results? These evaluations
will be discipline dependent, and must be sought separately.
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SECTION II
DETAILED REPORT
INTRODUCTION
Spectral analysis generally takes the form of multispectral classification
in which the classification is done by comparing the sample measurement vector
to the statistics of the set of known material vectors (training statistics)
representing all possible classes, and by using one of several decision
methods, determining which of the knowns it most nearly matches.
Alternatively, pixel clusters are determined in spectral space, after which
the materials forming each cluster are identified. As these h.- qve been treated
extensively in the literature, the details will not be pursued here. Rather,
this study will consider some perturbing effects from a generic point of view,
which may allow us to ,fudge the effects of various sources of error, and which
will provide models against which empirical studies may be evaluated.
The problem pursued will be t),e effects of misregistration on the accuracy
of multispectral classification in anwser to the question:
What are the effects on multispectral classification accuracy of
relaxing the overall scene registration accuracy from 0.3 to U.5
pixel?
This is a problem of particular importance because of the prevalance of
analyses requiring the use of data from more than one acquisition. Here,
acquisition includes several spectral bands, requiring band-to-band
registration, or the combination of several data sets from diverse sources,
such as combining, data from the multispectral scanner (MSS) and the Thematic
Mapper (TM), the combination ..r t data from both space and non e-space sources, or
short or long range temporal studies requiring overlay of temporally related
data. These are discussed in some detail in Bryant, 19$1.
Misregistration is but one of a group of parameters (noise, class
separability, spatial transient response, field sizes) which must all be
considered simultaneously. The thread of the argument (which is aiscussed in
detail below) is this: any noise in the measurements (due to the scene,
sensor, or the analog to digital process) causes a finite fraction of
measurements to fall outside of the classification limits. For field
boundaries, where the misregistration effects are felt, the misregistration
causes the border in a given (set of) band(s) to be closer than expected to a
given pixel, so that the mixers pixel effect causes aaditional pixels to fall
outside of the class limits. Considerations of the transient aistance
involved in the difference in brightness between adjacent fields, when scalea
to "per pixel", allows the estimation of the width of the border zones. The
entire problem is then scaled to field sizes to allow estimation of the global
ertects.
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this approach allows the estimation of the accuracy of multispectral.
classification which might be expected for field interiors, the useful number
of quantization bits, and one set of criteria for an unbiased classifier.
THL BASIC MODEL
The expected effect of misclassification may be estimated by a simple
tirst-order approach, because the differences in classification accuracy
between the many classification schemes and conditions that have been tested
are overshadowed by the vagaries and assumptions in the classification
process, so that higher order analysis will contribute little additional
understanding. Further, it is assumed that the training statistics have been
correctly determined from known materials, that the decision rules have fixed
the decision boundaries in multispectral space, and that the IFOV (the basic
resolution of the system) is fixed. The assumption of correctness of the
decision limits as set by the classifier from the training samples is crucial;
it has been found (Hixson et al, 1980) that under some conditions accuracy of
the training is relatively more important than selection of the classification
algorithm. This analysis concerns single pixels only, witho::t taking
advantage of the possible increase in accuracy obtainable by considering the
neighboring pixels or the advantages obtained by multitemporal analysis.
Consider	 first	 the probability	 of correct	 identification of	 a	 field
interior	 pixel.	 Field interiors	 are nonuniform	 because	 of the	 combined
effects of sensor noise, scaled to equivalent	 reflectivity	 (NEAP) and	 inherent
nonuniformities in the 	 field itself.	 As these are restricted	 to approximately
the	 same	 bandwidth,
	
the combined	 effect will	 be	 the	 root	 mean square	 (rms)
SUM.	 in
	 addition,	 quantization	 noise is	 normally	 combined	 with the	 other
noises	 to	 form	 the	 total,	 noise	 figure. The	 overall	 brightness distribution
will	 be	 considered	 to be	 Gaussian	 -	 this is	 approximately	 true for	 field
interiors,	 although	 the distribution deviates 	 considerably	 toward	 bimodal	 for
mixed materials at field boraers.
The combined effect of these various noise sources produces a finite
probability of misclassification. Precision of the classification is greatest
when the known classes have tight statistics and are relatively widely
separated in vector space. Addition of noise will cause the class statistics
to spread, so that the separation/spread ratio decreases, and also causes
uncertainty in the vector position of the unknown being classified. Steady et
al (1971) have investigated this effect, and show in their Figure 12
(reproduces here as Fig. 1) an experimental decrease in classification
accuracy with increasing noise.
The first-order estimate considers the total variance caused by the scene,
sensor and quantization as compared to the aefined class size limits, however
these are determined. Similar, but relatively second-order, effects may be
expected with a higher order analysis.
For simplicity, ana because of the later desire to misregister one (or
more) of the bands, the aiscussion will assume that spectral bands as sensed
will be used, and that for recognition, the unknown pixel must fall between
appropriate limits in every bane tested. Therefore, brightness outside of a
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Limit in any one band is outticienc tor rejection, so tnaL we need to consider
only one band at a time. The resultant tirst-urder mutt .spectral probability
of correct classification of a given pixel is the prouuct 
at 
the probabilities
tair,en one band 
at 
a time.
This Situation is Illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the location in
two-uimensiun decision space of tour typical materials, Decision boundaries
are assumed to have been determined from the training samples for the
materials according to some uecision rule: Vigure 2a illustrates boundaries
trun► a maximum liklihood classifier, Figure 2b illustrates manually set
boundaries of a parallelepiped cLassitier as determined after consideration of
the class spread and the tradeoff between the consequences of omission vs.
comissiono Figure 2c shows boundaries which closely surround the training
cluster, as these might be used in ELLTAB or the Image 100. The analysis
model is; Given a group 
of 
pixels having a brightness B2 and a distribution
of brightness in N1 space, what is the liklihood that an individual pixel
will have a brightness it. NI which Calls outside the class limits in that
b and;  1he class limits in NI are determined from the classification scheme
used, tot the given brightness B2 , as sketched 
in Figure 2d. (Later, the
brightness of tne center of this distribution in \1 will be allowed to vary
as misregistration causes mixed materials in this group of pixels.)
The quantized brightness level of a single pixel in a given spectral band
has a tiniLe probability of not being exactly at the grand average brightness
of the field of which it is a sample (See Fig. 3). The probability of a
sample being within the class limits can be derived by assuming ;.hat an
ensemble of clean signals from a series of areas of the same material can be
anywhere within the quantizing ran6e With uniform probaDility, but individual
samples are perturbed by the Gaussian noise with a distribution equal co (T .
The probability distribution of the signal plus noise is found by convolving
the prubabiLity distribution ut the signal with that of the noise. The
probability of correct class assignment (i.e., the pixel is within tile class
limits) is then found by integrating the probability GISLribution between
appropriate class limits. Frieunian 11965)-
The probability of correct classification P thus calculated is given by:
2
P	 erf
where
is = class size/a , with class size and a in the same units
The resulting curve is given va Fig. 4, which may be approximated for ease in
further analysis in the ranke 1<[3<7 by
k^ log P - -0.40
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As already noted, sources of noise will be the scene itselt and the
sensor, both assumed to be random for this analysis. Tile rms sum is taken to
give the total effective noise. A. number of pixel measurements may be
averaged to6echer to reduce the noise before classification. This final noise
figure may be compared to the width of the class to give ^i from which the
probability of correct classification may be estimated. This leads to the
Classification Error Estimator, Fig. 5. The mathematical form at this graph
is3
ti	 3class size S	 S	 .total variation	
1 . a	 c
n
where
(Ti a scene noise
G2 m sensor random noise
('g m sensor quantization noise
n x n pixels are averaged together
In this figure, the upper left graph represent^s t-h-e rms comuination of the
scene noise a with the total sensor noise	 c7 =	 + cT	 , the result being
scalea to equivalent 8-bit digital number (dn).	 'Tile upper right graph
represents the averaging of n x n pixels to reduce the effective noise. The
resultant total effective noise o 'eff is compared with the established
class size (center, right) to give (4 , after which the curve from Figure 4
(lower, right) converts this resultant a to the probability of correct
classification, P.
Consider a scene having a field interior variation of 32 as sensed by a sensor
with a total noise of 1A. The total effective noise as seen by the classifier
will be
2	 a	
3.16^^ = 8.1 do for full scale = 256.UcT scene +sensor =
Suppose that the class size for this classification is 25 dn. With no pixel
averaging, t^ =3.U9, and the probability of correct classification is
G,Iog P =	
-0.4/3.09 giving P = 0.742.
Given that 74% is not accurate enougn, and that the noise and class size
have been fixed by the scene and the classifier, pixel averaging of (say) 2x2
pixels will raise 8 to b.18, which in turn will increase P to 86%.
The useful range of i3 seems to be from 3 on the low end, limited by
acceptability of the classification accuracy obtained, to about 7 on the high
end, limited by the scene and/or sensor noise.
Considering l3  in tnis way allows an estimation of the total noise
permissable as it affects the attainable classification accuracy. if the
amount of scene noise to be encountered in a given classification task can be
estimated, the allowable extra noise from the sensor and quantization can be
specified. This leads co an estimate of the number of bits which will be
useful to be transmitted. this is developed in Appendix A. For the current
discussion, noise will be considered to be the total effect from all sources.
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EDGE EFFECTS
To this point, the analysis is based on pixels well inside uniform fic:las
and well away from field boundaries. A number of experimenters have spent
appreciable time discovering that classification accuracy falls off at
boundaries due to what has become known as the mixed-pixel effect. We will
start at that point and attempt to model the effect to allow us to quantify
our expectations.
We assume as a starting point that all the spectral bands used in a
classification, whether obtained from one date or a series of dates, are in
perfect registration. This means that when the pixel grids from each band are
aligned the data contents (field borders, roads, all features) are also
aligned note that this is more than simply having all internal distortions
removed, which is all that most geometric rectifications accomplish.
Misregistration will (later) be considered as thelack of alignment of the
pixel grids; since the computer can only work with pixel grids, this amounts
to aligning these pixel grids. This will appear to the computer as a shift in
the boundaries. We assume as before that training samples are accurate and
Lhat•
 class 'Limits have been set trom these by the classitier chosen. The
classificatiou is modeled as follows; signature shifting in any individual
band will tetul to cause misclassification, so that we may treat the situation
one band at a time. The effects of pixel mixture in all bands may then be
combined together if desired, Tile entire analysis simplifies to the
consideration of the transient intensity shift across field boundaries as
compared to the class limits and the noise components of the measuremenL.
For the case of one band being misaligned with respect to the rest, the
resultant brightness shift due to the pixel mixture is along the spectral axis
involved. The amount and direction of shift will depend on the brightness of
the new material being mixed with the original, in that band.
	
Figure b
illustrates	 this	 for	 the	 case	 of	 a	 shift	 in	 physical	 position
(misregistration) of band a1, considering that the true field boundaries are
cor m ctly defined in band a 2 .	 In the general case, the most correct
position of the boundaries must first be defined, and the mislocation of
boundaries in each of the spectral bands considered separately. Tile resultant
spectral shift, no longer along any one spectral axis, may be broken into
ortho8,:ss O components and the bands treated separately. 	 For the case of
intern„-^, 4, warping such as may occur for the Thematic Mapper, rather Lhan a
simple "lateral shift, some rms average of the amount of pixel shifting; must be
estimated, attex which an analysis along the lines herein may be applied.
The first step in analyzing the spatial extent of pixel mixing across
borders is to estimate the shape and extent of the transient intensity shiit.
If the impulse response functions or the MTFs of the various components (and,
hence ) the entiree system) are known, a precise transient response may be
calculated.	 For example, the specifications for the Thematic Mapper for
Landsat 0 call fur a 2% to 98% time equivalent to about 2 pixels, i.mpiyi.ng  a_
10-90% transient response of about 1+ pixel (Appendix B) . If the true system
impulse or trequency response is not known, the transient response must be
estimated.	 For a band limited system A x, the maximum allowed distance
between samples, is given by the Nyquist criterion as A x = 11(21 0 ), where
t o is the spatial frequency above which there is no signal content (Figure
7). This is approximately the sampling condition of the Multispectral Scanner
Ana of the Thematic Mapper. Most practical systems will have a roll-off in
-1
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frequency response for whict, an approximate transient rule of thumb is
T 10-9U = 1/(31 1 u ), where 110-90 is the distance between the 10% and
904 response points and P. is the nominal cutoff frequency at the 7G;4
frequency response paint (Figure 7). The shape of the pass band All be
approxz.mately Gaussian, scaled to the principal determining factor, the
scanning aperture size.
	
Defining the resultant passband limit to as the
first zero point of the sinc x uetllied by the scanning aperture at x '01T,  the
7W,	 response paint	 is at about x - 1.4
	
Thus	 f'o/to3,1.417r
hubstitut ng 1/2 Ax for to, and putting the resulting equation for T gives
1	 2 Ir
10-90
	
3^ 	 3 x , t' x	 1.5 x .
while it is realized that there are several approximations in the above, so
are there in the usual basic assumption treat data are Gaussian in distribution
both sets of assumptions are generally correct, and more precise
mathematical tormulatio n would not clarify the issues.
The practical result of this are:
• The "infinitely sharp" edges (narrow roads, point sources) of the
real scene will be softened by the tLltering effect of the scanning aperture
and it is this softened transient response which is samplea.
•	 Adjacent samples can never have an amplitude difference more than
approximately one halt of the transient size.
• The proper reconstructing function for a band-limited noiseless
signal with extended objects is sin x/x; if these functions are erected at
each sample point with corresponding amplitudes, the softened edge will be
perfectly reproduced. (But see below.) Under these conuitions, the same edge
shape will be produced independent of the phasing of the actual samples.
• The sin x/x reconstruction theoretically requires an infinite
interpolation extent if the bandwidth is really finite, and vice versa.
Thus, t oo of pixels is theoretically required in the reconstruction. Since it
is incongruous to believe that pixels more than a certain distance (say, ±4
pixels) have affected the sample at a given location, interpolation functions
utilizing only a finite number of supports cuust be sought. Candidates for
this are cubic splines, such as the TRW spline, B-splines (probably also
cubic), splines under tension, and the Bendix restoration. The argument is
that if there is no memory after a certain distance (the autocorrelation
distance), pixels and, therefore, the interpolation basis functions beyond
chat range will have zero benefits, and for practical systems, will only add
extra noise kAppendix C).
•	 Substitution of these various interpolation functions should have
minor effect on the rise distance estimated here.
L
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The transient situation across a boraer is sketchea in Fil;. Zia. We are
concerned here with the decrease in probability that a given pixel will have a
value within the class limits as that pixel moves toward the bounoary, as
shown in Figure fib. This effect by itself will cause a bias in any classifier
due to toss of boraer pixels. This loss is usually estimated by adding back,
into the area equivalent fractional pixels estimated from the amount of
adjacent material mixing as determined from the amount of pixel brightness
shift. Alternately, the loss may be. avoided by proper choice of the class
limits; the conditions for such an unbiased classifier are developed in
Appendix G.
Tile analysis, therefore, only needs to determine the area under the normal
curve (assuming the noise is Gaussian) between the limits as determined by the
classification class size and the offset trom the ""field interior value""
caused by the mixture. Practical values of 13 (ratio of classification limit
size to ru gs noise) will be bracketed by unacceptable classification accuracy
on the low ona ( $ t., 3) and unattainable signal to not-,e on the high end (13 "' 7
to LO).
First, consider that the class limits are accurately sat so that the
distribution of the field interior pixels is at Oe center of the class. Then
allow the distribution center to shift (because of the mixture at a boundary)
with respect to the class limits. The important scaling involved is the
amount of signal shift caused by the transient total shift '1, as related to
the desired class size S, for a given t3 . The sot of curves of Figure 9a
reflect the portion of the area under tkae noise component Gaussian
distribution as that distribution is intercepted by the class limits when the 	 ti
brightness center moves away from the class center as the pixel approaches the 	 1
field boundary. These curves are optimistic in that they assume that a real
field average will always be centered within the class limits. This conaition
would only be attained with perfectly representative training samples, no
atmospheric or oidirectional reflectance effects, all samples at the same
phenologic stage, etc. 	 As these conditions normally cannot be expected
simultaneously, the unknowns to be classified will likely be more uniformly
distributed, so that the probability situation described for the
classification accuracy aerivation is more realistic. when the limiting field
center (zero offset) values are modified to agree with the curve of Figure 4,
the basic curves of the probability of correct identification as a function of
the shirt of intensity values result (Figure 9-b).
The next question to answer is how rapidly (in distance) does the shift
take place? The transient rise distance estimated for the Thematic Mapper
(Appendix E) has very close to a Gaussian shape and a 110-9U = 1.5 pixel.
The amount of brightness shift is the difference between the brightness of the
field under consideration and the adjacent field which is causing the shirt.
The important intensity relation is the magnitude of this shift, T, as related
to the size S of the class being tested by the ratio T/,S. These curves, for
various T/b, may be combined with those of Figure 9-b to give Figure 10. From
this may be estimated the loss in probability in classification of pixels near
boraers.
The curves as given are optimistic in that they are basea on the best-case
transient rise distance. Any deteriorating effect, such as atmospheric
scatter or turbulance, which injects light into the image of a given field
from aajacent image areas, will raise the effective transient distance as dell
as cause a veiling haze cthe path brightness). A realistic estimate may
consider the transient distance to be perhaps 1.5 to 2 pixels; 1.5 will be
used in the remainder of this report.
I
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aBIAS IN FIELD SIZE ES1IMATIUN
It can be appreciated from figure 8 that several things are happening
simultaneously; It the lower limit of field 8 and the upper limit of field A
have a gap between, pixels "lost" by field B will not be picked up by field A,,
and will be considered unknowns and not be counted in either field. The lost
pixels will be some interior pixels, due to insufficient
	
, and a large
number of near-boraer pixels, resulting in apparent field size loss. Only if
the lower limit of field 8 and the upper limit of field A are coincident will
pixels lost from one field be picked up by the other, and vice versa, to give
complete account of all pixels. For the field size estimator to be unbiased,
the loss-and-pickup in both directions must cancel; that is, on the average
the true border must be located.
The various estimations of the transients across borders predict
negligible phase shift; that is, the 50% response point occurs at the true
border. This implies directly that the true border can be located from the
data if the aecision brightness is midway between the brightnesses on either
side of the border. However, even if phase shift lag causes border
displacement, the 50% response point still represents the unbiased condition.
If the lag is widely different in the various bands, relative (between band)
border shifting will occur. For this reason, the transient response of the
various bands should be matched as closely as possible. It is likely that
this 5UX setting of the decision brightness will not be the same as would be
calctulated by a classifier; indeed, it cannat, as the field edge decision
brightness will vary even for a given field as the adjacent fields vary in
composition. This Leads directly to the required algorithm for field size
estimaticn: First divide the scene into blobs, each of which is sufficiently
uniform, and with closed boundaries. Then for each blob (field) determine the
average brightness for all the interior pixels which are safely away from the
border. For each segment of the border, the correct field edge decision level
is midway (in G I s) between the average brightness of the two fields on either
side. Then, if desired, the field interiors may be reclassified using the
classification limits as determined from the training samples.
The total effect will depend on the ratio of the number of border pixels
to the number of field-interior pixels, and hence is a function of the field.
shape and size. This is developed in some detail in Appendix D. The
important conclusions which can be drawn are:
•
	
	 For accurate field size estimation, the decision brightness must oe
halfway between the brightnesses of the fields on either side of a
given boundary.
	 This means that classifiers set for material
identification will in general produce errors in field size.
•	 Correct Nyquist sample spacing is about equal to 2/3 of the M-907.
transient distance.
	 But relaxation to about equal this distance
causes little problem.
• It is important to keep the transient distance small, to get as many
pixels into a given ground distance as possible. Field area errors
become large at n l
 = 5 or less. The transient distance must also
be matched between spectral bands.
•	 It is most critical to keep the decision limit midway between the
adjacent-tieid brightnesses for sma11 fields. But this is
increasingly hard to estimate for small fields because of the fewer
interior pixels.
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•	 At the resolution expected for the Thematic Mapper, the atmospheric
point spread function may become more dominant than the Thematic
Mapper point Spread function. It this is daterin nea to be true, the
registration requirements may be relaxed.
•	 The total noise tigure (compared to the., class size in a given
determination) controls a , and in turn controls the maximum
attainable classification accuracy. However, for practical range of
3 < R < 7, increasing R has only a moderate effect.
•
	
	 because of this, it small fields are most important, the retlected
energy might more profitably be divided into smaller pixels, even at
the expensa of NEA . As this will cause an increase in data rate,
optimum coding should be investigated. The possible noise introduced
in reconstructing the data will cause some further decrease in the
overall ettective NEAP and so decreases R . But since there is
smaller sensitivity to p titan to I/nl, there should be a net gain
in utility.
• Geometric rectification and registration procedures must not only
remove the internal distortions but must also produce pixels on a
defined (preferably ground-referenced) grid. Current procedures do
not do this.
	
Without this reference }grid, users will have to
reinterpolate before multi,-tomporai data can be compared.
EFFECTS OF MISREGISTRATIUN
In preparation for estimation of the misregistration effects, an analysis
will first be mace of the expectations of registered data and the sensitivity
to the various parameters estimated. Pixels will be grouped into four zones:
1) Interior - those with centers 2 or more pixels inside borders; 2) Inner
border - pixels with centers 1-1/2 pixels inside Lorders; 3) Muter border
pixels with centers 1/"2 pixel inside borders; 4) Exterior border - pixels
outside the borders, with centers 1/2 pixel outside. This is illustrated in
Figure 12. Lstimates of classification accuracy for each zone will be
obtained from Figure 10. The total estimate of caassification accuracy will
be the sum of pixels in each zone multiplied by the corresponding zone
accuracy estimate.
	
Later, the field will be misregistered, changes in the
number of pixels in each zone calculated, and the probabilities again summed.
As before, define
n 1 - number of pixels in ti.eld short side
n2 = number of pixels in .field long side
r	 - n2 /n i , the field shape ratio
The numbers of pixels is
Ili 	; Interior	 (n1-4) (n 2i-4) _ (rn 1-4)(n 1	i-4)	 r- 4 (r+l)n l + 16
Note that this
	 A for ni_< 4.
nib ; Inner Border
	 .2(n1-2) + 2(n 2
-4) = 2(r+l)n 1 - 12	 ( nl >- 4 )
nob ; Outer Border	 c 2(n l ) + 2(n2-2) - 2(r+l)n 1 -- 4
nxb ; .Exterior Boiler	 2(r+l)nl + 4
Total Area
	
s rn2
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Note that r may vary over a significant range, and that the later
mLaregistration analysis applies to a pair of field images having precisely
the same r value and precisely the same size, but displaced one tram the other
without rotation.
The total probability of correct classification is given by
P
rn2 ( 
p ini + pibii b + pobi'oli + pxbi'xb
I	 I
The details are worked out in Appendix E.
From the derivations in Appendix E, the following global values may be
selected for the parameters:
r	 2
T/S	 1 to 5
T	 1.5 pixels
p	 5
The resultant probability of correct classification for the global set of
parameters is given in figure 11 (derived from the general curves of Figure
1U).
After the parameters r, T/S, 'r , and R are selected, the resultant
probabilities may be substituted for the brightnesses in the various zones to
produce a "probability image" aligned with the desired output pixel grid. The
probability assigned co a pixel at a given location represents the probability
thac chat pixel will have a brightness falling within the classification limit
determined by the classifier, for the given spectral band. The total
resultant per pixel probability image for the effect of q acquisitions is
obtained by superposing the q probability images and multiplying together the
set of q probabilities for each pixel point. An acquisition is defined to be
each band or data set used simultaneously.
	
Using these values, the global
estimate of the probability of correct classification for one acquisition with
no misregistration is given in Figure 13 for three values of T/S. The
predominant effect is the pixel mixture (the effect of T/S). This is worst
for small fields (nl small) because or the larger percentage of border
pixels for these fields. 	 Note that for T/S = 1 (the same as d = 1/2 of
Appendix D),	 no	 probability	 loss occurs,	 even with	 small	 fields.
Unfortunately, this desirable condition cannot be systematically obtained.
HISREGISTRATIUN OF CUNGKUENT FIELDS
Figures E-5 and E-b, and the accompanying discussion in Appendix E describe
the misregistration situation. The essence of the result is that some area is
lost from the external border, causing a turther classification decrease. The
basic character of this misregistration loss term is 1/nl, so that it will
have a slope approximately equal to -1 on a log-log plot vs ni. The precise
results depend critically on the values estimated for the pxb trom Figure
10. The values chosen leading to Figure 14 are given in Table E-4.
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Note	 first that for	 large T/S (i.e.,	 2	 or	 more)	 the	 edge	 ettects	 are	 so
great	 that the 1^ase probability is drastically affected	 (Figure	 13),	 and	 that
the	 external	 border pixels	 have	 zero	 probability	 of	 being	 within	 the	 class
limits	 (Table E-4). For	 this	 reason,	 there is	 no misregistration affect 	 for
large T/S, And Figure 14 is plotted for only T/S n I.
Comparison of Figure 14-,a,—b, and —c shows the effect of changes in r,
with the square fields showing the most misregistration koss, As balore, r=2
is believed to be representative.
Comparison of Figure 1.4-b and —e shows the effect of increase in P The
decrease in misregistration loss with higher 0 is evident. However, these
losses in general are small to begin with, and the previous discussion calling
for sacrifice of p to gain smaller IFOV (more pixels nl into d given field)
would seem to overrxd.e.
Figure 14 ••d indicates the effect of transient r^ee distance.
	
Various
models or the expected distance yield 1<T<2,  and this range is included in
the figure. Increase in x decreases the basic accuracy of edge pixels (figure
11) and also increases the misregistration losses (Figure 14—d).
The curves of Figure 14 may be (even further) approximated by IMP r	
ri
where K is given by,	 1
t?	 1.0
	
1.5
	
2
3	 18	 23	 35
	
and T/S = 1, r = 2.
5	 6	 8	 12
COMPARISON TO OTHER STUDIES
1. Proportion of Mixed Pixels
The mixed pixel problem has long been recognized. Nalepka and Hyde (1972)
estimated the percentages of mixed pixels in agricultural scenes to be between
20 to 40 percent, depending on the field sizes. Pitta and Badhwar (1980)
obtain about the same percentage for field in the United States Great Plains.
Chi.ttzneni (L981), in estimating the proportion of components within each
mixed pixel, also finds a large proportion of mixed pixels in a scene.
2. Scene Segmentation and Blobbing
i
In addition to the blobbing referenced in Appendix D, Bryant (1979) and
Kettig and Lanagrebe (1976) have attempted to segment scenes into "pure"
pixels and mixed pixels.
3. Size and Shape Parameters Verification (n i , r)
Figure 15 provides the scaling needed to put the prior analysis into the
real world, relating the field width n1 to area for the assumed shape
ratio r - 2, for Thematic Mapper pixels.
It has been shown that r = 2 is a good model for a range of ratios. That
this also represents the real world is shown in the table below, using
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data tiom PodwysocKio u report ""An Estimate of Field Size Distribution,$ xor
beLected Sites in the Najor grain Producing Countries", GSFC X-923-76-93.
Location bhape Ratio 5U/.-of-fields 5U%-oi-area
width-Pixels width-pixels
Kansas 1.71 d 9,,5
Iowa 148 9 11U.5
Saskatchewan 1198 11 15
USSR 1 1.39 25 31
USSR 2 1.53 20 30
PRC 1 1.48 7 9.5
PRC 2 1.57 8 9.5
France 1.44 5 6
India 3.U9 2 5
Average except
India 1.58 11.6 15.1
Given the relative insensitivity of the results to the ratio r, the assumed
r w 2 would seem to be representative.
Also from Podwysocki.'s report (Figures lb and 17) the area and tield, width
distributions are given in the table. It can be seen that (except for the
many small narrow fields in India) the 50%- of-tne-fields width is about 12
pixels and the 50"f.-ot-the-area width is about 15 pixels. However, to
accurately estimate the total area, many more at the smaller fields must be
classitied. Taking the 10%-of-the-area point as the limit, the field width is
about 8 pixels. Thus the field size range of primary interest is train about 5
to 30 piXeis. Again, India is low, with a 107# point at about 2 pixels.
The hughes"Thematic Mapper user Sensitivity Study Report" (,July 19801)
consiuers only one tield size and shape, 14x1; pixels, in the simulation.
Given the tield size distributions from Poawysocki's report, this 14x14 size
does not seem to include the more critical small sizes. For this reason, the
combined bulk and boundary classification losses quoted are optimistically low.
+. Adjacent field Transient Brightness Shift Verification (T,S)
There is no data for the amount of transient edge shift to be expected.
An intuitive feel is that during the growing season all fields will be
vegetated, either with the crop of interest or an alternate crop. To tha
extent that "green is green", and except during the period when different
crops have widely different phenologc stages, the signatures will be
similar. Therefore, the decision limits must be close to the field interior
averages, and the f will be low. Also, in this study no account has been
takezt of field edge artxtactst hedgerows, roads, ditches and the like. For
small fields, these may introduce appreciable further error, as they will form
an appreciable part of the mixed pixels.
The Hughes report lists the set of 8 classes used in the analysis.
However, no data is given for the class brightnesses nor. , the variance used in
the simulation.
	 Thus, there is no way to estimate the 8 which was
effective	 during the analysis, nor the adjacent field transient brightness
change T , nor the effective class limits b
	 however, the statement is
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made "...the classes used for this simulation are inherently more separable
than those used by GE." This would imply the use of a high 	 8	 This is
verified by the unusually large within-fa.eld accuracy obtained - in the > 95ti
range, requiring a B of lU or more.
The Hughes report correctly states "Depending on the threshold values used
... results could be better or worse than those obtained by performing
multiple class classifications. Finally, the reader is cautioned to use the
classification accuracy only in a relative sense to compare effects of the TM
parameters. The absolute classification accuracy losses will be dependent
upon the particular sce+rte and the statistical separation of the classes being
investigated." Although this is true, simulations should approximate reality
to be useful. The GE study, which concentrates on agricultural subscon ., is
more representive of the tasks (e.g. LACIE, AGRISTARS) for which
classification accuracy is most critical, and the larger effects of the TM
parameters and misregistration are probably more realistic:.
5. Adjacent field Transient Distance (T )
The necessity of maintaining a low transient distance 'r is illustrated by
Figures 11 and 14-d. This distance is the result of the convolution of the
optical blur, diffraction, detector size, and filter. The Hughes report shows
tnat "...convolution with the relatively large square TM detector and the
electronics modulation transfer tunction (hTF) virtually eliminates any
differences created by various shapes of blur... The largest degradation in
image quality is caused by slow rise times or mixtures of filters." All of
the filters simulated show a	 r10-90 of about 1.3+ pixels, except the
undershoot falter ^ wh Bch had a 4 1()90
	
p	 b	 bof 2. 4: p ixel s. (Hu ghes Figure 5)	 The
insensitivity to the exact ;filter shape kexcept the undershoot) justifies the
use of a Gaussian rise as surrogate. The assumed global value assumed here
of 1 14-90 " 1.5 seems realistic, although perhaps a bit optimistic, The
potential further blurring by the atmosphere, which will aLtect the total
system performance, is neglected as it is not a hardware ps°ameter.
The large transient distance, large delay (about .8 pixels more than the
protoflight or ideal filters), and slow settling time of the undershoot filter
reinforce the Hughes statement as to the need to match filters, and, in
particular, to avoid the undershoot case.
It is shown in this study that edge pixels affected by adjacent ti.elds are
those within 2 pixels of the boundaries. 'The Hughes study considers boundary
pixels to be tnose within 3 pixels of a boundary. Although the difference
seems small, this is an appreciable part of a small field, and includes one
row of pixels which is not affected except at very large T . Therefore, the
loss in accuracy of boundary pixels is underestimated in the Hughes report.
6. Type of Misregistration
The misregistration errors can be classed as displacement or distortion,
depending on whether the area of interest is mislocated or distorted.
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Some typical causes are:
Displacement - the area of interest is mislocated
Scan velocity cnanges
Aligkrment Errors
Warm to Cold Focal Plane
Platform Vibration
General mapping projection on round earth 	 (Multtemporal problem)
Distortion	 the area of interest is distorted
Scan Line Corrector
Nearest Neighbor Interpolation
Altitude Relief Displacement	 (Multitemporal Problem)
Total misregistration effects, whether caused by displacement or
distortion, will be considered (without mathematical justification) to be the
rms of the various individual causes, and treated as a displacement. (a brief
discussion of this is given in Appendix E).
,Band to band displacement as caused by scan velocity changes from nominal
may be estimates from the focal plane layout, Figure 18. Considering Band
4 as a reference, the distance in pixels to the other high resolution bands is:
Band	 5	 7	 3	 2	 1
Distance	 71	 45	 25	 5U	 75
The rms of these distances is 125 pixels.	 Considering that the scan
velocity may be 0.5N away from nominal, the resultant rms displacement of the
bands is 1/27.x125 = U.b2 pixels: 	 If the scan velocity error cannot be
maintained to consw erably below this value, band to band registration will be
required.	 If the velocity can be measured or modeled (even it not
controlled), this registration may be done by calculation; if not, band to
band correlation will be requires over the face of each scene. 	 The
criticalness of at least measuring the velocity is evident.
The various alignment errors presumably can be calibrated once and applied
to the total image (although perhaps on a band to band basis).
Platform vibration will add an additional apparent scan velocity component
when the IFOV is projected to the ground. Considering that the IFOV scans at
a rate of about 0.13 rad/30 msec = 4.5 rad/sec on the ground, holding the
spacecraft vibrations to (say) 0.00 effective change in scan velocity to
minimize the band to band displacement requires holding the vibration velocity
peaKs to about 5 mraa/sec. Again, the utility of measuring or modeling this
velocity is evident.
Displacement errors of a different type affect the ability to easily do
multitemporal overlays. These are the large area low spatial frequency
warping distortions, caused by the projection to the earth (altitude,
attitude), scan velocity integrated effects, and spacecraft vibration. These
can be modeled and a first order blind correction made, if sufficiently
precise measurements are maae. The GE report "Geometric Correction Matrices
for Thematic Mapper", dated 4/22/80 covers this in detail. Of interest to the
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eventual data user is the grid to which the data are transformed: "Output
scene coordinates are an XY system with origin at the scene center. Direction
of Landsat-D motion is in the direction of the -Y axis." Because of this,
each scene will be on a different grid, and even nominal repeat scenes will
not have common grids. Assuming that all of the warping has been correctly
removed, for many uses users will still have to resample to common grids,
dealing with translation, rotation, scaling, and recasting to the desired
working map projection.
Relatively few, if any, users will be in a position to perform all of the
corrections outlined in the GE report. Thus, if the images are properly
prepared and archived with complete enough annotation that data from a given
ground location can be expeditiously extracted, there should be relatively
little traffic for the raw data• because of the independent grids, of top
importance is that the system-induced internal warping be removed from images
supplied to users to minimize the further detailed correlations which the
users must perform for registration and to allow the production of undistorted
film images.
Instrument-associated distortion removal is discussed in the GE. report,
but no feel for the adequacy is available. The deleterious effects of nearest
neighbor interpolation are discussed in Appendix C of this report. A
remaining prime distortion effect is that caused by relief displacement as the
altitude of the ground at various places in the scene changes. Although not
an instrument problem, it will be a system problem. The construction is given
in Appendix F and the net result in Figure 19. The essence of the argument is
that, without relief displacement correction, map accuracy at 1:24000
(approximately 0.4 pixel) data location and image registration to fractional
pixel cannot be met in areas of high relief. Thus, for precision work, many
users must perform precision correlation and interpolation over the entire
face of an image, and/or use pixel-scale altitude data in an open ended
correction.
DATA UTILITY
This report is an attempt to model the potential misregistration effects
on multi.spectral classification accuracy. It may allow the comparison of the
various tests and simulations, and points out the variables which must be
reported for those simulations to allot: their validation. Unfortunately, most
simulations are not accompanied with sufficient data to provide understanding
of the precise conditions under which the (e.g.) clas-sifier operated. Because
of this, it is difficult to judge the degree to which the simulation is a good
surrogate for the real world, and difficult to compare the simulations.
For many purposes, multispectral classification is not the required data
analysis procedure. Although many of the concepts herein may be applied to
other analysis procedures , other factors not considered may overshadow
conclusions reached by this modeling. For example, precision location of
boundaries in the image for mapping purposes will invoke a different set of
criteria. Image feature interpretation, especially of features in which the
brightness does not have abrupt_ boundaries, will also be different.
7
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Finally, the	 analysis	 does	 not	 answer	 the	 bottom line	 question	 even
	
1A.
tPultispectral classifcation	 is	 the	 required	 procedure: Given	 a	 certain	 loss
in	 accuracy, how	 does	 chat	 (Aama6e the	 ability	 to use	 the	 data	 analysis
results?	 Ur: riven that	 the	 system produces	 uata	 to a	 certain	 registration
accuracy,
	
how much	 auaitional	 work, by	 how	 many	 users, will	 be	 required	 to
brin6	 the	 data to	 sutticiently	 good registration	 for teach	 ot)	 their	 needs?
These evaluations will be uiscipline dependent,	 ana must be sought separately.
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APPENDIX A - INTENSITY RFS GLUT IUN
In the absence of all noise (i.e., no sensor noise and absolutely uniform
scenes),	 finer	 intensity	 quantization	 would	 allow	 more	 subtle
identifications. One estimate of usable quantization may be obtained by
defining that "digitizing to m bits" means adjusting the quantization step
size so that the scene plus sensor noise present causes the (m+l)th bit to be
correct only 50% of the time (a subject for debate in itself). This is
precisely the same problem discussed previously for the accuracy of
-multispectral classification and illustrated in Fig. 4 (Billingsley, 1975).
Referring to that figure, we can see that 50% probability occurs with a 0
1.5 (for the (m+l)th bit) giving a 5 = 3 for the mth bit. For sensor rms
noise of 0.5% (the TM specification) and no scene noise, the number of useful
levels is 1/(3x0.005) = 66. On this basis, quantizing to 6 bits (64 levels)
is ,justified, and the provability of zero error is about 0.7. This analysis
may be modified if it is known that the noise varies with the brightness of
the scene, but the approach is still valid.
Another estimate of the number of useful bits may be obtained by
estimating the loss of accuracy of the classification caused by quantization
error. Define the perfect sensor as having no random noise nor quantization
error (i.e., an infinite number of bits). This will define
^0 = c
lassO size • n	 and	 P = 10 0,4/0
scene
For the real sensor, 0 < a because of the finite asensor and
U uantization • 	the neN prvoaui.Li.Ly uL cvrrucL cLabsLLLL;dLLUu r LM LCLnLCU
to TO by;
P = P (R0
0
The loss in classification accuracy AP = P o -- P thus depends on Po and the
ratio
So	 + ff 2 +e3_ ^ 1 
s	 aj
where
61 is the scene noise
a2 is the sensor random noise
Q 3
 is the quantization noise.
The entire estimation boils down to estimating the P o required, which
sets S 0 , and then partitioning the noise components to satisfy the desired
A P. Note that unique explicit partitioning cannot be defined because neither
the scene noise (pixel-pixel variation) nor the class-to-class separation,
which influences the class size decision, can be controlled. However, to be
useful, a classifier should have an accuracy in the 70-90% range, requiring
2.5 < s <7.
A plot of the loss in classification accuracy vs P o is given in Fig. A-1,
for the parameter families S 1 /S and a 2 ` al . Noise allocation starts with
the definition of the desired P o and ascertaining that the required
0 can be obtained. Definition of the allowed AP determines (e.g., from
A-1
the graph) the allowed (? sensor/ ¢ scene• An estimation of the  scene no ise
for which the other conditions apply allows the calculation of the total
sensor noise allowed. The tinac step is to partition this noise between
sensor random noise and quantization noise.
For	 example,	 Let	 Po	 = b5%.	 'then	 8 0 =	 -U.40/log(0.85)	 =	 5.67.	 if we
allow a	 2/.
	
loss
	
in accuracy	 due
	
to	 the	 sensor, a2 /q'1	 =	 O.b	 from Fig.	 A-1	 or
its	 related equation.
	
It	 the expected scene for these accuracies has a noise
(nun-uniformity)	 q l 	 :	 2%, the	 sensor	 can have	 a	 noise	 figure v 2	=	 0.6	 x
2%	 =	 1.2%.	 It	 the	 NEAP (random)	 ot the sensor	 is	 expected	 to be	 1%,	 the
allowable	 U quantizatiun	 = 4 1 * 2%-1^ 1
^
2
	= 0.66%.	 This	 can	 be	 met	 with
6-bit quantizing,	 for which aquantization = 1/64 r-12 = 0.45%.	 (Fig. A-2).
For	 the	 assumed conditions	 (too	 =	 5.67	 and u 	 =	 2%),	 the required
class	 size	 must	 be	 at	 least	 11.5%	 (5.67	 x	 2%)	 of tull	 scale	 for individual
pixel classification. If this causes confusion between classes due to overlap
of class boundaries, several pixels must be averaged (i.e.,	 n > 1)	 to reduce
U scene effective,	 or	 secondary	 criteria	 such	 as the	 per	 field classifier
must be used.
Two final observations: (1) Increasing the number of bits of quantization
produces improvements which asymptotically approach zero, as each successive
bit reduces the step size by a factor of 1/2. (2) A scene having as little as
27. variation is z very uniform scene. Since this noise is rms'd with the
sensor noise, it will overwhelm any but a very noisy sensor. Therefore, for
purposes of multispectral class itication, an extreme number of bits would seem
to be unnecessary.
Essentially this same conclusion was reachea by Tucker (1979) through a
very ditterent analysis route. he euncluded that a Zia improvement could be
obtained with 7 vs 6 bits, and a further 1% by 8 bits.
Reterences:
Bi.11i.ngsley, "Noise Considerations in Digital Image Processing Hardware,"
Chaper in Picture Processing and Digital Filtering, T.S. Huang, ed.,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin 1975 and L979.
Tucker, C. J., Radiometric Resolution for Monitoring Vegetation: How Many Bits
are Needed'?, NASA Technical Memorandum 80293, GSFC, May 1979.
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APPENDIX B	 ThANSTENT RESPONSE DISTANCE
The current specitications for the Thematic Mapper step response axe:
Scanning a step function (edge) of input ra;.lance of any magnitude within
the usable range of the TM shall produce a response satistying the
following criteria:
a.) The overshoot/undershoot shall be limited to a maximum of 109 of
the step size.
u.) The step response for bands 1 through 5 and 7 shall be settled
to within 1.5 percent of the final value within 30 microseconds, and to
within 1 percent within 60 microseconds after start of response. Band b
step response shall be settled to within 1.5 percent of the final value
within 120 microseconds, and within 1 percent within 240 microseconds
atter start of response. Start of response is defined as the time when
the response level change exceeds 2 percent of the step size.
c.) The rise time for bands 1 through 5 and 7 shall be less than 20
microseconds. The rise time for band b shall be less than 80 microseconds.
Rase time is defined as the time interval for the response to go trom 2
percent of step size to the first point in time that the response is 2
percent of step size away from the final steady state value.
d,) The variation of response time between channels of each band
shall not exceed +- .5 microseconds and shall be characterized as
"systematic" or "random." Response time is defined as the time dirference
between the 50% points of stimulus leading/ trailing edge and the video
channel output leading/trailing edge.
The critical portion of this specification for the present discussion is
paragraph c). As the sample spacing for the V is about 9.8 usec, an
equivalent statement for rase distance woula be "...2% to 987. in 2.04
pixels." The optical blur, lens diffraction, detector size, electronic filter
and atmosphere blur, convolved together, will provide the total transfer
function fcr the system.	 Neglecting the atmosphere, the effects of the
remainder may oe estimated as follows:
The elements affecting the response in the along-track and cross-track
directions are:
LbNS/OPTICS	 APERTURE	 Along Track
LENS/OPTICS	 APERTURE	 SIGNAL FILTER	 Cross Track
A rectangular aperture M-1) 30 x 30 meter as projected onto the ground
is swept across track at uniform velocity. For development of the transient
distance the sampling is immaterial, although sampling will be accomplished at
one sample per aperture distance (IFOV). heal detectors may have an intensity
response which is quite uneven across the face of the detector. This will
cause the transient rise and the accompanying NTF to deviate from the ideal
case. These effects will be ignored, and the aperture moaelea as having
uniform response. (Fig. B-4).
B-1
The optics are assumed to have a Gaussian point spread function with a
standard ueviation of about 6 meters. 4Hughes has found that the precise
shape of this function is unimportant.) (Figure B-2)
The total along track point spread tunction is the convolution of the
aperture and optics functions, as shown in Figure B-3. The response of this
combination to a step tunction of ground brightness is the convolution of this
point spread function with the step. This will be a ramp of duration about
equal to the time for the aetector to sweep one IFOV, blurred by the optics.
In the across track (along sweep) direction, the electronic filter
response further affects the rise. time. In the Hughes simulation, the blurred
ramp was input to the filter and the response measured. The results showed
that, except for the case of an undercompensated filter, the output rise time
was about 13
	 sec, or 1.33 pixels (10%-90X, from the graphs),	 The
accompanying 2%-98% rise time was about 20 	 sec, the specification limit.
The related filter delay (in the Hughes simulation) was about 16 - 20
11 sec, depending on the specific filter. Variation in this delay between
filters will cause a variation in the apparent position of field edges, both
between detectors within one band and between bands. To minimize registration
trauma, these should be matched. At the very least, the measured delays must
be known to allow compensation.
References
Hughes, (1980), Thematic Mapper User Sensitivity Study keport, prepared for
NASA GSFC, July 1980.
ERIM, 1197b), "Investigation of Landsat Follow-on Thematic Mapper Spatial
Radiometric and Spectral Resolution," by J.P. Morgenstern, R.F. Nalepka,
E.K.	 Kent, and J. Ti.
	
Erickson,	 April	 1976,	 ERII Report,	 119300-10-F.
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APPENDIX C - INTERPOLATION OR RLSAMPLING
The problem of resampling arises whenever pixels are required in an output
grid at locations different from where input pixels are located. Many methods
of new pixel value generation are available; however, computation cost
considerations tend to influence heavily the choice of method. The simplest
method is called "nearest-neighbor resampling" and it assigns a value (dn) to
a new output pixel location (i, j) according to the value dnk k of the
spatially nearest pixel (k,9 ) in the input array to the precisely desired
input location (x, y). The closest pixel (k, k) is found by:
k = integer part of (x + 0.5)
r C-1
X = integer part of (y + 0.5)
so the dn, , j = dnk,Q.
This method preserves the exact value of pixels in the input data set, and
thus introduces no new spectral classes; but it introduces spatial shift
erruis such that the local geometry may be inaccurate by up to 2 of the
instantaneous field of view (IFOV), or the size of a pixel on the ground.
Worse yet, the pixel from which the gray level is derived shifts suddenly in
location from the pixel just before the correct resampling location (x, y) to
the pixel just after it. This problem becomes critical during digital
multitemporal picture comparisons because, while the registration of detail in
the two images may be perfect in one location, elsewhete there is
misregistration. Since the contribution of a given pixel is constant whenever
the output sample is to be drawn from f 1/2 pixel spacing, and zero outside of
that range, the average frequency response is sine x, with a first zero at one
sample/cycle (Fig.0-1). It thus imperfectly filters the sampling siaebands,
and has appreciable attenuation of the high baseband frequencies. The visible
effect is the "blocky" appearance of images interpolated by this method.
Nevertheless, for many purposes this interpolation is adequate, and may be
accomplished with insignificant cost since only address-rounding is needed for
each new pixel assignment.
A smoother approximation to the assumption of continuity is obtained when
the adjacent pixel is allowed to influence the estimation of between-pixel
values. When only the adjacent neighboring pixels are used, only a
first-order (bilinear) interpolation is possible. In bilinear interpolation,
uni
,
j is found by using an interpolation scheme with the four nearest pixels
surrounding the resampling location (x,y) to aetermine the do at (x,y) (see
Fig.0-2). If (x,y) lies between samples k and k + 1 and lines Q and k + 1,
then the gray level at (x,y) can be found by using:
dnxy = (y-R) [(x-k) (dnz ,k+l -dnXk ) - (x-k) (dnp,+1,k+1-dnR+l,k)]
which reduces to
dnxy = (x-k) (y-),)Cdnk,k+l + dnQ+l,k - dnZk - dnk+l,k+i7 	C-2
Since tt"e contribution of a given pixel falls off linearly with distance tr a
distance t. one pixel spacing, (±a), the average frequency response (H) in one
C-I
dimension can be found by taking the fourier transform of the triangular
convolution kernel (h):
/^
	 !)X'WAhbilinef+r _ a - ( 1 a x=  + 1 l + 
fo -2nf x
Hbilinear
	
he	 x dx
-a
where fx is the frequency in the x direction and a is the samplrn6
interval. Alternatively, hbilinear may be recognized as the convolution of
two rectangular .functions. In either case, the resulting frequency responfe
is found to be sinc 2x, with the first zero at one sample/cycle.	 Resultant
images are much smoother than those from nearest-neighbor interpolation, have
about 1/4 the mean-squared resampling error (Shlien, 1979) of nearest
neighbor, and requires appreciably more computer time, primarily because of
the lour multiplications involved.
Accuracy can be improved further by increasing; the ,)umber of pixels in the
vicinity oaf the resampling location from the nearest 4 to the nearest 16 (4 x
4 matrix) or morn. The additional points offer an opportunity not available
using the simpler methods to shape the pass band by adjusting the relative
contributions (via weigbtin^, factors) of the various pixels. Cubic methods
have emerged as the most significant higher order resampling method and
several variations ex;)t. Classical cubic polynomial Labrang an interpolation
is the most common and proauces a smooth resampl.ed image with good irequency
response. Sidelobes can cause overshoot; however, the cubic case is a good
compromise oeLween artifact introduction and computation cost. A spline
function developed by Riffman (1973) has proven to he quite satisfactory in
producing a reasonably shaped passband which provides some high-frequency
enhancement;
fl(x) = 1 - 2x 2 + 1x)
	
0*-, x1<1
f 2 cx) = 4 - 8JxJ + 5x2 _ (x13	 1 <; 1h I^' 2	 C-3
f 3 (x) = 0	
2< 1XI
This function and its passband are sketched in Fig-C-3 .
	 It uses t 2
neighbors for interpolation, has no contribution past 2 pixel spacings, and
has continuous first derivatives. It has a mean-s quared resampling error
about 1/3 that of bilinear (Shlien, 1979), but requires tour multiplies for
each dimension.
Modifications of the cubic case have been aesigned to minimize undesirable
characteristics	 ((Simon (1975), Kiffman	 (1975),	 Tabor (1973)]	 while
maintaining the four-multiply-each aimension per new pixel cost.	 Two examples
will suffice.
I.	 By	 reducing
	
the slope	 at the	 first	 zero
	 crossing	 of tht:	 function	 of
Eq.	 C-3
	 to	 one halt,	 a new	 function	 (Eq.	 C-4)
	
is produced	 having
essentially the same transient rise distance but with less overshoot:
C-2
3r
fl(x) . l - (1/2) [5x 2 	 3 Cx I 3 ]	 0lx'j-; 1
f2(x) - ( 1/2)[4 - 8 1 XI + 5x 2 - }x1 3 ]	 1 ^-Ixj •; 2	 C-4
t3 (x) - 0	 , Ix
2. The functions of Eq. G-3 or C-4 are based on the requirement that they
go through zero at a distance of l p ixel from center, thus producing
the negative lobe and the high -frequency enhancement. If, instead,
',ae best approximation to a function represented by the samples is
desired, and it is recognized that measurements made more than some
distance away from a given pixel will have no influence on it, an
interpolating function having; limited support (i.e., local basis) and
with the smoothest interpolation of all functions passing through the
same set of points is desired. bor equal spacing of the measurements,
such a function is the cubic B-spline (Hou and Andrews, 1978), having
continuity in the function and its first two derivatives at the knots
(the sample points), zero slope at the center and at the second knot,
zero amplitude past the second knot, anu a summation of contribut nk,
overlapping splines equal unity. Invoking these conditions, the cubic
b-spline is found to be (symmetrical around x=0)c
fl(x) = (1/6) D jxj 3 - 6x2 + 41	 0 -^Jxj{ 1
f2(x) = (1/6) I-JxJ 3 + 6 x 2 - 121x)+8]	 1 elxj-' 2	 C-5
f3 (x) - 0	 2 ` 1XI
A plot of this function is given in Fig.0-4. It can be shown
(Peyrovian, 1976) that for sampling near the Nyquist rate, the cubic
B-spline is the optimum interpolator. Other interesting properties of
spline interpolation are given in LaFata and Rosen (1970), Curry and
Schoenberg (1966), Hou (1976) and references therein.
finally, by using more than t 2 samples to determine the interpolation
function, higher order functions may be produced having less mean-squared
resam pling errors than any of the above (Shlien, 1979). However, recognizing
that Landsat, for example, has a finite amount of sensor noise, the utility of
reproducing this noise with greater fidelity is suspect, and the higher order
interpolators have not found widespread use.
SOME GEN EML COMMENTS ON 1NTERP ULAT lUN ;
I. Cubic convolution in the or6inal sense generates overshoot on abrupt
borders with high brightness differences. This is the reason that the
modified coeffficients were derived. They have been largely ignored to date.
2. Cubic convolution causes the apparent spread of small features. But
small features can only be accurately located (within pixel) through the
estimated continuum. Very small features such as Evans' (1974) mirrors do not
satisfy the basic Nyquist criterion and should not be used as a surrogate for
the world. To the extent that they are important, they must be evaluated
independently of classification accuracy and precision spatial location.
c-3
3. Nearest neighbor registration will cause discontinuities in the
location of edges. This is particularly disconcerting for features which lie
at a small angle with respect to the scanning raster. small rotations will be
continually encountered in registering the nominal overlay images of a given
W kS. interpolation minimizes these discontinuities.
4. .layroe (1976) illustrated the bevere moire effect caused in the visual
appearance of images registered by nearest neighbor. This visual etfect is
minimized with interpolation.
L• FFEGTb ON CLAbSIFI,CATIUN RCCUR4C;Y
The discussion so far has concentrated on the ability of the interpolator
to generate the continuum of which the original pixels were samples, after
which the continuum was resampled to estimate the do value of a sample which
might have been acquired at an inter-original-pixel location. This process
(except for the nearest neighbor process) generates intermediate do values,
and in general produces a smoother image. In the context of misregistration,
the tradeoff is one of locating an original pixel at the wrong location
(nearest neighbor) vs locating a new pixel with its attendant new do value at
the correct location (interpolator).
The original pixels are not independent, as shown by the transient
distance being in the amount of about i.5 pixels. The additional
correlation produced by the filtering of the interpolator will be minimal, as
the basic Nyquist sampling spacing is approximately satisfied. However, if
contiguous training samples are assumed to be independent, the correle-lion
will cause the training class spread to be underestimated. This in turn may
cause the class decision limits to bechanged, with a resulting change in t3.
At the same time, however, the ti.ltering will reduce the field-interior noise,
so that for reasonably uniform areas the choice of interpolation algorithm
will be second order.
In Appendix D the conditions for an unbiased field area estimator are
aerived to be tnat the decision level should be midway between the
btightnesses of the two yields on either side of a boundary. In this case,
the new do levels produced at borders using an interpolator will be pieKed up
anyway, and their presence would seem to be inconsequential. If the decision
Levels are set for classification of the Held materials, in general they will
not be at the midway point. In this case, the new do levels may well fall
between the levels as uerined for the adjoining tield materials, and may
therefore not be recognized. However, in this case, many of the true pixels,
having border brightness changes due to the sensor spread function anyway,
will also be lost. Nearest neighbor warping would seem to have a slight
advantage in not producing the additional filtering. Unce classified, only
nearest neighbor warping can be used unless careful definition of proportion
estimates are made for tractional pixels. The nearest neighbor pixels will
have positional errors relative to other spacecraft passes due to the
inability to Locate them precisely onto the reference grid. These positional
errors require that an estimation of the boundary position be made subsequent
to classification; for mu'ltitemporal overlay the fractional pixel errors will
counteract the slight advantage of no filtering.
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APPENDIX D - LOSS OF BORDER PIXELS
The progressive shi.tt in the average brightness of a group of pixels as
the group approaches a border (Figure b-b) may be redrawn as Figure D-1. The
class limit positions here . are considered to shift with relation to the
(noisy) group average brightness. The noise distribution, which in reality
deviates towarc: bimodal (with mixtures more or less 50-50) and then back to
Gaussian (from the adjacent field as it contributes the majority of the area),
will be left as Gaussian for this analysis. Taking the a of the group average
as reference, a change in (r is reflected as an apparent change in class size.
The right part of Figure D-1 indicates the locations of the class extent with
various amounts of brightness offset (shift due to the border ettect), scaled
as tractions of the class size b. The upper and lower limits of the class,
after offset, are the limits between which the reactional part of the Gaussian
noise area is calculated. The result of the area calculation is given in
Table 'D-ls
Offset Corrected Area
xS R=3 5 7
Zero .866 .988 1.000.
1/8 .839 .969 .996
1/4 .761 .894 .960
3/8 .642 .734 .809
2/4 .500 .500 .500
5/8 .354 .266 .191
3/4 227 .106 .040
7/8 .130 .030 .004
4/4 .067 .006
9/8 .031
5/4 .012
Table D-1. Fractions of the total area under the noise curve vs amounts
of brightness shift scaled to class size S, for various 6	 Initial
average brightness centered in the class.
These are the probabilities plotted in Figure 9-a. The shifts are from a
starting position exactly centered within the class limits. As discussed in
the body of the paper, this is optimistic, in that any group of field-interior
pixels is not likely to be centered. But the fiela-interior pixels (zero
offset) are the ones for which the probability of correct classitication was
calculated, leading to Figure 4. Therefore, the values of Table D-1 may be
corrected by scaling to the tiela-interior values of Figure 4; this gives
Table D-2 which has been plotted in Figure 9-b.
Offset
Units
of 6
U
1/8
1/4
3/8
1/2
5/8
3/4
7/8
1
1-1/8
1-1/4
(;orrecteu Areas
S ea	 S=5	 $=7
.73b .832 .677
.713 .81b .873
.646 .753 .b42
.545 .618 .710
.423 .421 .439
.300 .224 .163
.192 .089 .035
.110 .026 .OU4
.057 .005
.026
.010
Table D-2. Fractions of the total area under the noise curve, based on groups
of the interior pixels having a unitorm probability of brightness.
Figure D-2 presents an expected transient response curve for the Thematic
Mapper, as estimated by Morgenstern et al (ERIM Report 11920U-10-F, April
1976). This curve is very close to that of a Gaussian impulse response
function, and has a j 1U-90 = 1 pixel. Along-track and cross-track expected
responses are almost the same, and will be considered the same for this
analysis. Unity relative response in Figure D-2 is the transient total
brightness shift T . What will be important is the shift as scaled to the
desired class size b. 'fable D-3 relates the fractional response vs distance
front the true border (506 point) for various T/S.
Distance
From Border Fractional Shift From Shifts in Units of S
Pixels Response Full Response T/S-1 T/S=2	 T/S=5
0 .5 .5 .5 1	 2.5
.1 .6 .4 .4 .8	 2.0
.2 .7 .3 .3 .6	 1.5
.3 .78 .22 .22 .44	 1.1
.4 .86 .14 .14 .28	 .7
.5 .9 .10 .10 .20	 .5
.6 .95 .05 .05 .10	 .25
.8 .98 .02 .02 .04	 .1
1.0 1.0 0 0 0	 0
Table D-3. Relative transient response expected from the Thematic Mapper
The curves from Table D-3 are those of the right side of Figure 11.
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R.
BIAS IN FIELD SIZE ESTIMATION
The condition for no pixel loss is that the decision brightness for field
boundary estimation should be midway between the brightnesses of the two
fields on either side of the boundary. The sensitivity of the setting as it
affects the apparent ti.eld size may be estimated as follows. 1Figure D-3)
Define	 nl is the length in pixels of the short side of a rectangular
field
n 2
 is the length in pixels of the long side of a rectangular
field
r = n2/nl is the field shape ratio
e is the distance in pixels of the loss in field size due to
setting of the decision brightness
T is the difference in brightness of the adjacent fields
6' is the decision brightness setting, away from the brightness
of the field being considered
d is the decision brightness setting, scaled to units of T
`c is the T10-90 in pixels
The tractional area loss F is given by:
2n e	 l+ 2n e, - 4e	 e1 2	 2 1	 1 2	 1a	 2 n e + n e	 4 e
F	
2 1	 l	 -	 2
rni	 	 n	 r	 ttl
For equal transient rise distance in both x and y, characteristic of the
Thematic Mapper, el = e2, so that the fractional area loss becomes
F= r+1 2e - 12e
r	 n l	 r ^nl^
Approximating the center portion of the transient rise by a straight line
joining the 10% and 90% corner points (Figure D-3),
T and	 2e	 2T (
 1 - ^5 )e = T ( 2 -c5 )	 t11 - nl 2
giving for F:
F =	 l nT ( Z -	 ) - r( 2 )2( 2 - 6 )2
1	 1
The fractional area loss is zero when b = 1/2. The sensitivity of F to
changes in the decision level S is given by
dF	 2T r + 1	 _ 1d6= - n1	 r	 at ^S	 2
Figure D-4 shows the sensitivity (dF/db ) for two values of T (1.0 and 1.5)
and various values of the shape ratio, as functions of nl, the number of
D-3
mie
pixels in the short side of the field. The curves are generally hyperbolic
due to the dominating influence of the 1/nl term, with minor effects due to
the shape ratio. However, maintaining the minimum T is necessary, note that T
is the transient: distance due to all causes.
Figure D-5 shows tine tractional area loss for various parameters. Again,
the 1/n l terot predominates the shape of the curves, so that errors are
severe at small field sizes. Unly at S - 1/2 are the errors eliminated.
Given that ,5 - 1/2 will not be the general setting of the decision level,
minimization of F is accomplished by minimizing T and by keeping 6 as close to
1/2 as possible. 'life t y.eld ratio is of secondary importance, and in any event
is not under the control of the sensor. Its effect may be estimated:
Recast the equation for F, letting'LT (-1—
n2  6 ) = A,L
F - A+ r(A—A2)
Even for small fields, A<0.2, so that A2 may be ignored, giving
F- r	1•Ar
This is plotted in figure D—b for T - 1.5, with vertical scaling for two
values of ,^ (0.3 and 0.4). All other things being equal, a change in shape
from square (r - 1) to rectangular with r = 4 changes F by a ratio of 8/5.
However, tale actual magnitude of F will be small except for very small fields
and 6 deviating appreciably from 1/2.
Note that the, distance 6 is the same as one half of the class size of the
discussion oil 	 near borcaers; i.e., 6 =5/2.
RhbEAt4H NUDED
the research problem implied by the 	 6	 = 1/2 condition is:
•	 Automatic	 (at any speed,	 much	 less efficiently)	 blobbing is yet	 to be
accomplished	 (Gupta	 and	 Wi,ntz	 (1975)	 gave	 a	 start	 to this).	 The
blubbing will	 in general	 produce	 fuzzy	 field	 boundaries. Continuity
and closed boundaries must be assured.
•	 Vertices must be established to define boundary segments.
•	 For	 each	 spectral band,	 the
	
correct
	
intensity	 values	 of each	 set	 of
field	 interior pixels must be established, 	 after which	 the =	 1/2
condition may be defined for each segment.
•	 The best boundary
	
position may	 now be	 found	 using	 6	 = 1/2.	 Since
the	 decision
	
levels	 will	 riot	 be	 the	 same	 as	 those	 to be	 used	 for
ciassitication,	 they	 will	 not,	 in	 general,	 adequately characterize
the ground cover material.
•	 Therefore,	 reclassification of	 the	 field	 interior pixels must be done
to	 identify	 the	 materials.	 But	 since	 the	 yield	 interiors	 are
nominally uniform, a small number of surrogate pixels may suffice.
Ref erance:
Gupta J.N. & Wintz Y.A. 1975 A boundary Finding Algorithm and Its
Applications, IBEE Trans on Circuits a,nd Systems Vol. CAS-22 #4, P. 351.
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APPENDIX E - TOTAL CLASSIFICATION EFFECTS
the total probability of correct classification is given by
P rn (pp ini + pibnib + pobnob) pi fi + pibfib * pobfoh + pxblxb
The fraction f of the total number of pixels in each zone are (Figure 12)
Interior fi = 1 - 4 • r r l •n + .7 nl >_ 4
1	 1
f 
.	 C n1 3,4
Inner Border fib = 2, 
r+ 1 0 1	 - 12 . 1
r	 nl	 r n n l 4
fib = 1 --	2n1	 rn nl=3
Outer Border fob 2.r r 10	
- -4r•n
nl > 41	 1
fob 2	 2	 1= ni + r •n nl 3
Exterior Border f
xb = 2,
r + 1 . 1	 + 4^ 1
r
All n
r	 n 1 n4 1 1
These are plotted in Figure E-1 for r - 2, and the complete set of values is
given in Table E-1. It can be seen from the table that the values for the
average of all field sizes closely tracks the values for r=2. This ratio r=2
will therefore be chosen to represent the world. Verification of the adequacy
of this choice may be discerned from the plot of Figure E-2, in which
variation of r has little effect on the probability, as indicated by the
curves for r=l and r=8 being almost parallel, and close together.
With, r fixed at r =2, attention may now be tocusea on the probabilities, to
evaluate the sensitivity to T/5, T , and R . The probabilities of correct
classification for each zone are determined from Figure 10 for the set of
•
	
	
parameters desired. These are listed in Table E-2 for various T/S, T , and ( .
To evaluate the effect of $ , intermediate values of T , r, and T/S are
selected, and p vs n1 plotted for ( = 3 and 5 (Figure E-3). Decreasing
has	 the expected effect of decreasing
	
the	 probability of correct
classification at any n l . As the loss in p is about the same at all nl,
it is concluded that this loss is essentially independent of nl. 	 R = 3
will be used to represent the global situation.
Figure E-4 contains two plots, for different T (1.5 and 2), of the
probability vs nl for families of T/S.	 The exact shape of the curves
E-1
E-?
ti
nl
i
r n 1
ib ob i ib
rn 2
0b xb
r-4 r-9
i ib ob i ib ob
3 0 .111 .889 0 .222 .778 1.222 0 .278 .722 0 .306 .694
4 0 .25 .750 0 .375 ,625 1875 0 .438 .562 0 .469 .531
5 .040 .32 .640 .12 .360 .520 .680 460 .360 ,460 .18 .390 .430
7 .184 .326 .490 .306 .306 .388 .469 .367 .296 .337 .398 .291 .311
10 .360 .28 .360 4480 .240 .280 .320 .540 .220 .240 .570 .210 .220
15 .538 .213 .249 .636 .173 .191 .209 .648 153 .162 .709 .143 .148
20 .640 .170 .190 .720 .195 .145 .155 .760 .117 .123 .780 .109 .Ill
25 .706 .141 .154 .773 .11.0 .117 .123 .806 .095 .098 .823 .088 .089
...ble	 E-1 Fractions of total area in interior and borders
AveraBE
I	 ib	 ob
r
0	 .229 ,771
0	 .383 .617
.125 .362 .513
.314 .305 .381
.488 .237 .275
.642 .171
	
.187
.725 .133 .142
.777 .108 .115
T/S a
ob
T .1
xb ib ob
T -1.5
xb ib ob
T -2
xb ib
all T
interior
3 .72 .10 .736 .68 .14 1736 .645 .20 .732 .736
1 5 .82 .02 .832 .785 .025 .832 .753 .07 .830 .932
7 .837 0 .877 .86 .01 .877 .84 .04 .875 0977
3 .68 ,736 0535 .736 .44 .730 .736
2 5 .785 .832 .592 .832 .44 .828 .823
7 .86 .877 .67 .877 .44 .872 .877
3 M .736 .09 .736 .O1 .712 .736
5 5 .45 .823 .03 .823 0 .815 .823
7 .45 .877 0 .877 0 ,870 .877
3 .07 .736 .792 .66 .736
10 5 .02 .832 1830 .768 .832
7 0 1.877 .875 085 .877
Table E-2 Zone Probabilities, from Figure 11
T/S 1 Hisregiotration Loss floss ,	 pxb
R -3 r-1 8 -3 r-1 ^ -3 r-4
T -1 -1.5	 -2 1 1.5 2 1 1.5 2 1
rxb ,10 .14	 .20 .10 .14 .20 .10 .14 .20 .02
n l - 3 .320 .064 .021 .042 .016 .032 .004
4 .022 .044 .015 .030 .011 .022 .003
5 .016 1032 .011 .1122 .009 .018
7 1011 .022 .008 .016 .006 1008 .012
d-,3
	 10 .007 .014 .005 .010 .004 .006 .008
15 .005 .010 .003 .006 .003 .004 .005
20 .003 .006 .002 .005 .002 .003 .004
25 .003 1005 .002 .004 .002 .003 .003
3 .053 106 .035 .049 .070 .026 .055
4 .036 .072 .024 .034 .048 .016 .037
5 .027 .054 .018 .025 .037 .014 .029
7 .018 .036 .012 .017 .025 1010 .020
d-.5	 10 .012 .024 .008 .011 .017 .007 .013
15 .007 .014 .005 .008 .011 .004 .009
20 .005 .010 .004 .006 .080 .003 .006
25 .004 .008 .003 .005 .070 .003 .005
3 .072 .044 .048 .096 .036 071
4 .049 .098 .033 .067 .026 1051
5 .037 .074 .025 ..051 .020 .040
d-.7
	
7 .025 .050 .017 .035 .014 .027
10 .016 .032 .012 .023 .009 .019
t	 15 1010 .020 .007 .015 .006 .012
^.	 20 .008 .016 .006 .011 .004 .009
25 .006 .012 .004 .009 .004 .007
Table E-3 Misregistration loss	 for various parameter combinations
7
5	 r - 2
.5	 2.0
.025	 .07
.005	 .015
,004	 .010
.008
.005
.004
	
.009
	
.024
	. 6 	 .017
	
.005	 .013
	
.003	 .008
.006
.004
	
.012	 .033
	
.009
	
.023
	
.006	 .018
	
.004	 .012
.008
.005
.004
I
I
depends on the precise shape estimated for the transient rise in Figure lU.
Note that the T/S m i condition is the same as the 6 a 1/2 condition developed
for the tiela boundary decision; this condition of no field sIxe lass makes
the probability of correct decision independent of r and nl. The curves
tram the two plots in Figure h-4 closely superpose for high (e.g. :t 5) T/b,
indicating that for the range of 1.5<T<2, the resultant probabilities are
indepenuent of To This occurs because the transient total shi.tt is so high
tnat recognition-or-not changes over a short range. For intermediate
) values of T/5, border pixels contribute a varying but significant part of
the total; in this range, the transient distance T causes variation, and
shoula be minimized to minimize the loss in accuracy for small, fielus.
MULTIPLE ACgUIbITIUNb
An acquisition will be considered to be one data set; that is, one
spectral band. ,again the basic model considered will be that in each band
the 0 will cause a probability G 1 of recognizing a within-class pixel, and
for trend and order of magnitude sensitivity analysis the covariance factors
will be neglected. An output pixel grid defines the common matrix in which
all images are analyzed and in which the "true" field position is defined.
For each	 acquisition 1;	 2,	 3,	 ...q, each
	
pixel	 in	 the
	
output	 grid	 will
have an associated probability P derived as above.	 The	 resultant	 total P	 for
the	 set of	 acquisitions is	 the	 p roduct PlN 2	P.)	 ...	 Pq	 at	 each	 pixel.
Denoting the mean P in the acquisitions at a given point as PM,
P I P2 ,, ..	 P q" PM
This probability PI may be carried through the zone analysis as above.
'rHE MISREGISTERED CASE (CONGRUENT FIELDS)
Figure h-5 is the construction for the case of misregistration of d
pixels, asuumed to be the same in boto directions. No field shape or size
distortion or rotation are modeled; sliape errors (For one-band analysis) can
be estimated as the algebraic average of deviation from the ideal position of
the border pixels, and used as d. In this way the possible waviness in field
shapes caused (tor example) by the ;can-line corrector, , errors can be accounted
for. The construction is given in Figure E-7.
For calculation,
components as shown*
probabilities in the
position. Thus, the
interior (a) and the
transition zone. The
inner border. And so
the various zones are considered to be composed of
The loss in accuracy will be reflected in the, lower
components as they are seen in the misregistered
interior zone consists of a portion of the krue field
component b, which is really in the true 'inner border
remainder of the true field interior () is seen in the
on.
E-3
Thus, the probabilities for the zones are;
interior; api + bp ib ar U b)Pi + bpib
Inner border: cpib + dpob + ki =b)pi x (IB-0-b)pib+°pob+bpi
uuter Border: epob + tpxb + (.1"d)pib . (Ub-f-d)pob + fP%b+dpib
External border: &pxb + hpo + (k*f)pob a (XB-h-f)pxb+hpo+epob
po - O (Outside)
Lost to Outside: U-h)-d t(r+l)n l + 4-d]
The totaa`l probability is obtained by summing and collecting tevms;
I tit orInr
	 : 1pi - b(pl - plb)
Inner Border	 : Ibpib + b (P :i - pib) — s1(pib _ pota ) 	.
OuVer Border	 : OBpob
	
b dl (P it) - Pod - f (pob - pxb)
External Border ; XBpxh
	
+ f(p(A)
 -
 Pxb) - 11(1'x1) - 1'.))
P	 Ipi + IBp ib + OBpob + Xbpxb -h(pxb)
This is the probability of	 This is the additional
classification, with edve	 loss due to misregistration.
effects, biitore misregi,s •
-tration.
Thus, the net effect (Figure L -b) is that the area k", which was originally
contributing with an etted:t pxb, is no longer ssen. In its place the area
h, which contributes with an effect po =0 is now covered. Since h and i are
the same size, the net loss in probability is
h.pxb - d[(r + Unl + 4 - d] pxb-
The area of h, expressed as a fraction of the true field size rn 2 ,	 is:
>• + l
	
1	 1
ila	 =	 d1. -	 , n - + (4d - d 2 )•1	 1
The probabilities pxb are estimated trom Figure 10 (Table E-4)t
T/5	 I R- 	 Inc=1	 T -1.5	 r=2
3	 1 .10	 .14	 .20
1	 5	 .02	 .025	 .07
7	 U	 .U1	 .04
3	 0	 0	 0
2	 5	 0	 U	 0
7	 U	 U	 0
Table E-4 Probability of Correct Recognition of pixels in the
First [cow (External Border, XB) Outsiae of the True Field
Boundary
E-4
various
the total
accuracy
in Table
Combining the tractional area loss with the probabilities for
combinations of the other parameters Give$ the results of Table E-3,
misregistration loss. This is the lose over and above the base
attained with finite field sizes but no misregistration. The data
E-3 are graphed in Figure 14.
The use of the algebraic average for small values of wavy distortion of
one band is developed from Figure B-8 (the global-value case of Figure 10).
In the region of the tield borders, each curve is more or less linear; for
combined analysis of trends and sensitivity analysis, pixels further inside
the border (then if registered) will have an increased probability, and those
nearer or outside will have decreased probability. The (very) approximately
linear change in P allows the algebraic average to be used, provided that
commission and omission errors are considered to balance.
For more than one band analysis, because of the multiplication of the
probabilities (per pixel) derived from each band, the lowest probability will
predominate. In this case, the probability will drop as the number of
(misregist ere d) bands increases, and commission and omission no longer
balance.	 Because of the unpredictable relative locations of thc; offending
border pixels, the me combination of errors from all sources is appropriate.
MISREGISTRATION DUE TO SIZE AND RATIO (ASPECT) CHANGES
size and aspect ratio changes can come about i:rom several causes such as
scan velocity or altitude changes, and if uncompensated can cause additional
misregistration errors. The sensitivity to these can be analyzed using the
constructions in Figure E-9. Progressive misregistration from a point of best
registration will be caused by both causes (figure E-9a); the modeling of this
effect will be that first size changes N - n'o'n will cause a shift in points n
to points n' both vertically and horizontally, and that changes in aspect
ratio will cause turther shifts in the horizontal position of vertical borders
by changing the field shape ratios by the factor R - r'/r. The resulting
shifts are;
	
Anv
 -- (N-Unv	 and Anh x (Nit-1)rnv
In most analyses, tnis shift will be divided around the borders synunetricaily
as optimum field registration is accomplished (Figure h-9b). However, for
analysis the construction of Figure E-9c is used. The sizes of the border
position errors ave (in pixels):
	
e l s (N-1)n l	and	 e i = (Nk-l)rnl
Two cases must be distinguished (using scan velocity as a surrogate cause):
Case I: A slow scan decreases pixel spacing and puts more pixels into a
` given field. When these are placed into the output grid, the field appears
stretched. The field as defined by the other (correct) bands now covers only
part of the stretched field. The classification tends to see only interior
pixels, and the accuracy will increase, ultimately reaching the tield-interior
accuracy.
r
E-5
N ,. n-.+ 4
n
provided that R t.. n + 2 .
_.n+4
r
The limitinj, field -interior classification accuracy will be reached when
the field grows by tour pixels in each uirectio n. This occurs when
Related to field sizes, the limits are:
Field Short Side, nl, pixels	 15	 20	 25	 35	 50	 100	 150	 200
Minimun Limit, R
	
.985 .917 .931 .949 .936 .981 .987 .990
Maximum peached when N R	 1.267 1,200 1,lb0 1.110 1.080 1.040 1.027 1.020
It can be seen that for small fields, the accuracy increases for quite a wide
range of R and N, but that for large fields, the limiting accuracy is reacted
with relatively small R and N errors. But at large nl the field total and
txeld-interior accuracies are close, so that small accuracy changes will be
produced.
Case 11: A fast scan has the opposite effect, causing the field to appear
smaller and the analysis pixels defined by the other bands now include r.,-)re
exterior pixels. The classification accuracy will decrease.
For fast scan, the smaller apparent field covers an area of
i r 2
j (	 ~^rr(n	 RN2	 (T'ntterfor)l
Fractional Areas:
2NnL+ 2NRnjr . + ^i	 (External l3c^rdc^r)
The total expected probability is
Ptot ' fiPi ' fxb Pxb
This can be approximated for the assumed shape ratio r = 2 and N somewhere
near 1:
2	 1 + 2RN2	 1
	
Ptc^t	 RN p i 
+ ...^ 111	 + .-Z Pxb
Since the external border pixels are now included within the analyzed
field, but with a low probability (bee Table E-4), the tractional area RN2
represents approximately the fraction of the basic tield -interior accuracy to
be expeccea. Since the total size shrinkage (in pixels) is small for small
nl, onlyar larger nl need be considered, and the 1/ term may be dropped.
Further, for RN 2 near 1, the first term in the square brackets approaches
3/n1. Thus the total prooability may be approximated by
	
Ptot	 RN2pi + 3n 1-lxh
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Figure E-9	 Construction for Estimating Misregistration Caused by
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APPENDIX F - RELIEF DISPLACEMENT
The scenario used for relief displacement estimations is that for each
image, the system processing will estimate a best fit plane using the ground
control points, and correct the data to this. Deviations in the altitude of
intermediate image points from this plane will cause them to be displaced in
the image. Registration of subsequent images to the master will be done at a
selected sparse array of control points, using either the ground control
points or a set of relative control points.
The construction for estimation of effects is given in Figure F-1. From
similar triangles,
approximated by;
h
H	
—P--
The relief displacement p is seen to be dependent on the angle of view as
represented by the distance d from the nadir to the point in question.
Landsat does not return precisely to the same location in viewing a given
WRS, so that two versions of the same scene may be imaged from two vantage
points close together but not coincident. This is the normal stereo
construction. These are indicated as points 1 and 2 in Figure F-1. Using
this construction, the shift R in relief displacement for points at different
altitudes is
R = D l^
H
Note that this shift R is constant at all points in the image, and grows with
increase in center separation D. (In stereo parlance, D is the stereo base.)
Thus, even though the average ground location of each of a pair of images will
be identified using the ephemeris and attitude data, ground altitude
deviations will cause individual field boundaries to be displaced. For the
range of center separations D to be expected, the amount of shift R in local
points may be within the range (say, 0.2 to 1 pixel) which can cause edge
pixel effects.
Thus, precision analysis and mapping will require the correction of image
data location for all pixels. A candidate source of the required altitude
data is the USGS surface altitude digital data, provided that it can be
registered to Landsat to the required accuracy.
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